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Abstract 

Co-Injecting Bioplastics: Investigating Process Engineering and Performance 
 

Nicholas Hotz 
University of Guelph, 2015 

Advisors: Dr. Amar K. Mohanty 
           Dr. Manjusri Misra 

 
 

Mechanical performance improvement of brittle bioplastic polylactic acid (PLA) was investigated 

through the use of a novel processing method: co-injection moulding. Co-injection moulding 

produces layered products with distinct core and skin phases. PLA toughening was attempted via 

encapsulation in a polycaprolactone (PCL) skin. Select co-injection operating parameters were 

assessed regarding their ability to influence product morphology. Injection speeds and skin melt 

temperature were observed to have negative effects on core content and advancement, while core 

ratio had a positive influence. These results were used to develop samples with up to 60% biobased 

PLA content. Comparable PLA/PCL blend samples were produced for mechanical testing. Co-

injection products had better tensile strength and stiffness compared to similar blends, but the 

layered structure was less adept at resisting flexural stress. Impact resistance improved with co-

injection compared to neat PLA. Co-injection was identified as a functional bioplastics processing 

method which results in unique mechanical behaviour. 
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Co-Injecting Bioplastics: Investigating Process Engineering and Performance 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 1 :   Introduction 

Environmental issues are a rising concern over the past several decades. Air pollution and climate 

change resulting from the consumption of fossil fuels pose a distinct threat to public health [1], [2]. 

Nonrenewable petroleum is used as the base material and energy source to produce the myriad of 

plastic products supporting modern society’s current way of life. However, the threat of limited 

global petroleum supply has led to dramatic oil price instability, including periods of record high 

costs per barrel [3], [4], creating an economic burden on society. Furthermore, the vast majority of 

plastic consumer goods are destined for landfills or elsewhere where they will remain essentially 

intact for centuries. In the United States, only 9% of plastics make it into recycling programs; 

plastics alone contributed 29 million tonnes of material to municipal solid waste in the USA in 2012 

[5].  

 

However, plastics have become a fundamental component of society throughout the world in the 

form of packaging, construction materials, and consumer goods. Plastics production has been 

steadily increasing globally over the past decade, with 299 million tonnes produced in 2013. Millions 

of workers are supported by plastics manufacturing and conversion jobs and hundreds of billions of 

dollars change hands every year as a result of the plastic industry in Europe alone [6]. To abandon 

plastics would disrupt society at a grand scale. In addition, plastics can also have certain 

environmentally beneficial qualities despite their source and disposal issues; they are lightweight, 

durable, and versatile, which can save energy and materials in transportation, automotive, and retail 

applications [6]. 

1 



 

Developing Bioplastic Alternatives 

Great potential has been seen in transforming the global plastics industry into one based on cleaner, 

renewable alternatives. “Bioplastics” are a developing alternative to conventional plastics; these 

polymers are derived from biologically sourced feedstocks instead of petroleum and/or are 

biodegradable [7]. However, much research is needed to help such novel “green” plastic varieties to 

rise up to the engineering challenges that conventional plastics have had decades to adapt to [8]. 

New chemical formulae [9], nanotechnology [10]–[12], and other technological advances [13]–[15] 

are all being investigated to help to achieve better bioplastics for a more sustainable tomorrow. This 

work includes a thorough review of bioplastics, discussing definitions, examples, and recent 

developments observed in this field. Particular focus is directed at polylactic acid (PLA) and 

polycaprolactone (PCL), the plastics of focus in this research.  

 

Polylactic acid is a promising bioplastic alternative due to several very positive attributes. PLA 

possesses good mechanical strength and stiffness, it can be synthesized from renewable, biologically-

sourced sugar feedstocks, and it can be readily broken down in industrial composting facilities [16]–

[18]. Holding this material back from mass industrial adoption are lacking qualities such as cost, low 

heat deflection temperature, and brittleness. Many scientific efforts have been directed at modifying 

PLA to improve these deficiencies, with much attention being given to toughen of PLA via blending 

with ductile, impact resistant PCL [19]–[29]. However, PLA/PCL blends often require high PCL 

content before impact properties are improved, with dramatic decreases in strength and stiffness 

associated. This research will seek to investigate novel efforts to improve a PLA/PCL combination 

material. 
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Co-Injection Moulding and Process Engineering 

Co-injection moulding is a manufacturing process that creates layered polymer products. This 

forming strategy is investigated as a new, alternative processing technique for PLA-PCL 

combination material. The influence of operating parameters on the development of products made 

by the complex co-injection process is reviewed both from literature and experimental data. The 

work outlines the development of a procedure to encapsulate PLA in a thin PCL skin and evaluates 

the ability of this material design to modify the toughness of PLA. Additionally, co-injected 

PLA/PCL products are compared to PLA/PCL blends to determine whether co-injection 

morphology can give products mechanical benefits over the more traditional modification 

methodology.  

 

Highlights 

This research sets out to evaluate the effectiveness of co-injection moulding at improving the 

toughness of polylactic acid materials. The experimental work performed contributes several key 

findings to the field of biomaterials engineering. These include: 

 Insights into the flow and phase development of co-injected materials in a complex mould 

geometry  

 Evidence that PLA and PCL can be used to make co-injection products. These products 

have interesting mechanical behaviour that is unique to the co-injection form, and do resist 

impact stress in a tougher way compared to neat PLA 

 Comparisons between responses to mechanical testing of co-injected and blended PLA-PCL 

materials  

The details of these findings are reported on at length in the following thesis.  
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Chapter 2 :   Literature Review 

2.1 Bioplastics Overview 

Bioplastics are a relatively new wave of plastics inspired by the effort to promote environmental 

stewardship and sustainable development in the field of polymer science. This thesis aims to 

contribute to the scientific development of these materials and thus their increased adoption by 

industry. Prior to any investigations, a thorough understanding of bioplastic terms, types, and recent 

developments must be pursued.  

 

The term “bioplastic” is broad, covering a wide range of materials with varying degrees of green 

properties. The concepts behind this term can be used to break plastics into four general categories: 

Conventional Plastics, Biobased Plastics, Biodegradable Plastics, and Biobased and Biodegradable 

Plastics [30]. The details of each category are described below. 

 

2.1.1 Conventional Plastics 

Conventional plastics are those that are neither biobased nor biodegradable, and are not 

“bioplastics.” The vast majority of plastics fall into this category [7]. Conventional plastics are 

manufactured from nonrenewable petroleum and do not biodegrade at a rate or fashion according 

to any standardized definition of biodegradability. Petroleum-based polypropylene, polyethylene, 

and all other plastics that do not fit into the next three categories are designated as conventional 

plastics [30]. More than 99% of polymeric materials produced annually throughout the world are 

conventional plastics [7]. While there are recycling options for many of these plastics, most will be 

sent to landfills at the end of their life [5] or incinerated [6], resulting in the release of excess 

greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.  
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2.1.2 Biobased Plastics 

The next class of plastics is biobased, and is considered a type of “bioplastic.” These plastics are at 

least partly made from biological sources; typical examples of feedstocks include plant derivatives 

like corn or beet sugar [17]. However, these materials do not readily biodegrade and must be 

disposed of in landfills or other similar facilities (for plastics that are biobased that do readily 

biodegrade, see Section 2.1.4 Biobased and Biodegradable Plastics). Based on this property, these 

bioplastics are referred to by some as “durables” [31]. Examples include bio-based versions of 

polypropylene (Bio-PP) and biobased polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [30]. These materials are 

often called “drop-ins” as they provide naturally sourced alternatives to common, conventional 

plastics with no difference in chemical structure; no changes to processing strategies are needed and 

no material properties differences are observed[30]. This functionality provides very easy transition 

to more ecologically beneficial materials without compromising performance or reliability; also, a 

great wealth of applicable literature and information is already available for these polymers based on 

their directly comparable petroleum-based versions [32].  

 

The biobased content of a plastic is evaluated according to standard test methodologies, like those 

outlined in the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard D6866 [33], [34]. This 

term is measured on the basis of carbon and utilizes the carbon-14 (14C) radioisotope as an indicator 

for contemporary, biologically sourced carbon. Background radiation exposure from sunlight, 

cosmic radiation, and other elements of the natural environment produces certain minute but 

measurable levels of atmospheric 14C which is taken up by plants and incorporated into their 

molecular structure; these radioisotope atoms are further passed on to any products, like plastics, 

made from modern plant feedstocks. Comparatively, petroleum ceased absorbing atmospheric 14C 

long ago; the radioisotopes in this inorganic (or “fossil”) carbon resource have spent millennia 
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decaying back into normal carbon-12 (12C) to the extent that there is virtually none left in it. Utilizing 

precise mass spectrometry techniques, the 14C/12C content ratio of bioplastics (or other materials) 

can be compared to that of known, modern samples. This data is then interpreted as a measure of 

modern carbon versus inorganic carbon, and a percentage of biobased content can be reported. 

 

Once third-party testing confirms the biobased nature of material samples, several certification 

options are available to communicate to consumers that products were sourced from biological 

resources. The United States Department of Agriculture has a governmentally organized labeling 

program that specifies the biobased content of both a given product as well as its packaging (see 

Figure 1); qualification for their BioPreferred program is also indicated, highlighting that these 

products are subject to mandatory purchasing regulations of the federal government [34]. Vinçotte, 

based out of Belgium, dispenses its “OK biobased” certification logo with a one to four star graded 

system to communicate lower or higher biobased content (see Figure 2) [35]. German company 

DIN CERTCO provides a three-tiered scheme for product labels (see Figure 3) [36]. As an 

additional benefit to biobased certificate holders, each of these organizations publishes a list of 

certified products to enhance the awareness of consumers and promote ecologically conscientious 

purchase habits.  

 

2.1.3 Biodegradable Plastics 

Plastics can also be biodegradable. This bioplastic category refers to polymers that are manufactured 

from petroleum but have chemical structures that will readily break down under ASTM standardized 

biodegradability conditions (for plastics that are biodegradable and made from readily renewable 

resources, see Section 2.1.4 Biobased and Biodegradable Plastics). Polycaprolactone (PCL) and 

polybutyrate (PBAT) are examples of bioplastic in this category [30]. While they still consume 
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nonrenewable resources during production, their environmental benefit manifests itself in the ability 

of these plastics to be diverted to non-landfill end-of-life disposal streams, ideally municipal 

composting facilities [37].  

 

Biodegradability is another loose term in the polymer science field; depending on time scales, 

degrees of degradation, and other variables, “biodegradable” can be an impractically broad term. To 

provide official structure to the concept, standardized testing definitions and procedures exist that 

can be used to establish whether materials are biodegradable in different environments, including 

marine [38], soil [39], and aerobic composting facilities [40], among others. Optimally, biodegradable 

plastics will be efficiently collected through a biowaste recovery program to be processed in 

municipal or industrial aerobic composting facilities. This will transform the polymers (along with 

other applicable materials, like food refuse) into a nutritious soil additive known as compost; this 

overall concept has been described as “organic recycling.” It is important to note that 

biodegradability as a bioplastic feature is not intended to act as a license to promote littering or 

wanton trash dumping, though it is being considered a relevant subject in serious issues such as 

marine plastic pollution [7].  

  
 

Figure 1. United States Department of 
Agriculture BioPreferred Voluntary 
Labeling Initiative label, depicting 
biobased content (100%) of an example 
product and indicating that the product 
qualifies for mandatory federal 
purchasing (“FP”) [34]. 

Figure 2. Vinçotte OK biobased logo 
indicating greater than 80% 
biobased content [35]. 

Figure 3. DIN CERTCO 
biobased DIN-Geprüft 
quality mark indicating 
greater than 85% 
biobased content [36]. 
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ASTM standard D6400 defines that a compostable plastic is one that experiences degradation 

resulting from exposure to bacteria, fungi, algae, or other naturally occurring microorganisms such 

that the plastic is transformed into biomass, inorganic compounds, water, and CO2 at a rate 

comparable to that of other known compostable materials. The plastic will furthermore not leave 

any visible, distinguishable, or toxic residue [41].  

 

Composting tests performed in laboratory settings (according to ASTM standard Test Method 

D5338 [40] or comparable alterative standard procedures) are used to evaluate successful or 

unsuccessful rates of disintegration and biodegradation [41]. A certifiably compostable plastic will 

break down such that: 

  no more than 10% of the material’s original dry weight can be retained by a 2 mm sieve 

after 12 weeks (84 days) in a controlled composting test,  

 at least 90% of its organic carbon is converted to carbon dioxide within six months (180 

days) in a controlled composting test; 

 it meets regulated levels of metals according to nation-specific guidelines; and  

 it hinders botanical germination rates and biomass production to no less than 90% that 

achieved in corresponding blank compost samples [41].   

ASTM D6868 also exists to evaluate the compostability of natural materials (i.e. unmodified lingo-

cellulosic wood, paper, cotton, etc.) with plastics incorporated as coatings or additives [42]; it has 

been referenced in literature analyzing the properties of biocomposites, which is a popular direction 

of study for bioplastics [43]. The terms for assessing approvable biodegradation are similar to those 

described for ASTM 6400 [41], [42].  
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Certification and labeling programs exist to help communicate to consumers which plastic products 

are compostable or not. In North America, the Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) licenses the 

use of its BPI Compostable Logo (see Figure 4) to companies whose products satisfy the criteria 

outlined in ASTM D6400 or D6868 [44], [45]; administration of this certification was recently been 

passed to NSF International in 2012 [44], [46]. Similar structures are in place around the world to 

provide composting certification in other countries according to local standards. European 

Bioplastics promotes their “Seedling” label in Europe [7] while Vinçotte dispenses the “OK 

compost” label according to the EN 13432 European standard for compostability (Figure 5 and 

Figure 6); Vinçotte also oversees a range of environmental logos, including designations for home 

compostability, biodegradability in soil, and biodegradability in water [47]. DIN CERTCO provides 

certification for compostability as well, both for industrial facilities (Figure 7) and home garden 

composters [48], [49].  

 

2.1.4 Biobased and Biodegradable Plastics 

Simply put, bioplastics that simultaneously satisfy the criteria described above for both the biobased 

and biodegradable labels are considered “biobased and biodegradable.” These plastics are sourced 

from natural, renewable resources while also being capable of being broken down by biological 

processes under the right conditions. The most popular example of a biobased, biodegradable 

polymer, and probably bioplastics in general, is polylactic acid (PLA) [30], which is generally made 

from the products of corn sugar fermentation and is compostable in industrial facilities [17]. Many 

grades of Ingeo brand polylactic acid from NatureWorks LLC, including that included in this 

research, possess Vinçotte OK biobased and USDA BioPreferred certification as a 100% biobased 

product as well as BPI and DIN CERTCO certification for municipal and industrial compostability 

[50], [51] 
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2.2 Recent Developments in Bioplastics 

The bioplastics industry is expanding. Global production of biobased and/or biodegradable 

polymers has been rising over the past few years and is expected to increase dramatically in the near 

future; biopolymer production capacity is projected to be more than four times that observed in 

2013 by 2018, rising from 1622 tonnes to 6731 tonnes [31]. This growth has been and will continue 

to be facilitated by many new and interesting developments which have arisen in bioplastic science 

and production. The academic breakthroughs and industrial accounts summarized in the following 

sections are testaments to the success that polymer engineering research has brought to help 

bioplastics succeed in the current market, and ongoing studies, such as this thesis, are doing their 

part to ensure that bioplastics will flourish in the future. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Biodegradable Products Institute 
Compostable Logo used to identify products 
certified as meeting ASTM D6400 and/or D6868 
[45]. 
 

Figure 5. European Bioplastics Seedling label used 
to identify certification of compostability according 
to EN 13432 and/or 14995 standards [7]. 

  

Figure 6. Vinçotte OK compost label indicates 
compliance with EN 13432 standard and the EU 
Packaging Directive, guaranteering a products as 
biodegradable in an industrial composting plant 
[47]. 

Figure 7. DIN CERTCO DIN-Geprüft Industrial 
Compostable certification mark indicating 
compliance with the EN 13432 standard; additional 
optional EN, ISO, and ASTM standards can be 
included when obtaining the mark [48]. 
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2.2.1 Durable Bioplastics 

The growth of bioplastic production is in part due to recent developments in biobased plastic 

production at both the scientific and manufacturing levels. Researchers are constantly seeking new 

ways to synthesize both novel and existing polymers from renewable feedstocks, helping to expand 

the applicability of durable, naturally-sourced plastics. For example, polycarbonate (PC), a very 

popular engineering thermoplastic, has had a number of biologically-based variations investigated. 

Particular success was observed in a recent study involving the use of terpene-based building blocks; 

terpene is a plant-based chemical typically obtained from conifer trees. Terpene diphenol was 

combined with diphenyl carbonate via melt polymerization resulting in a PC product that not only 

possessed a higher glass transition temperature compared to conventional PC, but also avoided the 

use of controversial bisphenol A, toxic phosgene, and catalysts [52]. Other research groups have 

focused on the development of new biobased polyurethanes (PU) using converted vegetal oils. Both 

epoxidized soybean oil (ESO) [53] and epoxidized methyl oleate (EMO) [54] have been used to 

create polyols for the synthesis of PU.  

 

Ethanol, produced from sugarcane, is also becoming a very major bio-resource for polymer 

production. Most notable of these developments has been Braskem’s efforts using this substance for 

the making of biobased polyethylene (bio-PE). After several years of successful laboratory tests, in 

2010 the Brazilian company launched its “I’m green” polyethylene brand and commissioned the 

construction of its green ethylene plant; these facilities have a production capacity of 200 000 tons of 

PE per year [55]. Life cycle analysis of sugarcane-sourced PE indicates that this durable bioplastic 

sequesters more atmospheric CO2 than is generated by the manufacturing process itself [56]. 

Braskem also announced plans to build a plant to synthesize green polypropylene from ethanol as 

well [57], though they have yet to launch the product at an industrial scale at this time. 
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The biggest contributor to durable bioplastic production, however, is polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET) [58]. PET is synthesized from two monomers: mono-ethylene glycol (MEG), makes up 30% 

of PET by mass and purified terephthalic acid (PTA) contributes the other 70%. The former of 

these two chemicals can be made from ethylene made from bio-ethanol [59]. While the bulk of PET 

consumption goes toward fibre applications (e.g. synthetic fabrics), the push to make 30% biobased 

PET using ethanol-based MEG industrially available is credited to efforts of the Coca-Cola 

Company in 2010, with the green plastic first appearing in its bottled water bottles at the Vancouver 

Olympics. Since then, great investment has been committed to achieving 100% bio-PET [59], [60]. 

Historically, paraxylene, the chemical used to create PTA, has been difficult to produce from 

biobased sources [59]. Several companies have since proclaimed the development of viable chemical 

engineering routes to make biologically-sourced PTA. Coca-Cola has partnered with Virent, a 

chemical and fuel company, as it seeks to upscale the production of its patented BioFormPX 

biobased paraxylene to the industrial level by 2015 [59], [61]. Gevo, Anellotech, Global Bioenergies, 

Honeywell UOP, and Amyris are all companies attempting to advance their own pathways to bio-

PTA and 100% bio-PET [60]. With the state of this polymer’s development and industrial 

desirability, biobased PET is predicted to make up nearly 75% of global bioplastic production in 

2018 [62]. 

 

Many durable bioplastic products are finding great success thanks to advances in biosourcing 

technology and drop-in functionality. As such, these biobased, non-biodegradable polymers are 

projected to make up 83% of global bioproduct production capacity by 2018. Biodegradable 

bioplastic production, growing only slightly by comparison, is not anticipated to have nearly as much 

success at industrial adoption over the same time period, contributing only the remaining 17% of 
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future capacity [31]. Furthermore, while many of these durable bioplastics are recyclable (e.g. bio-

PET, bio-PE), the majority of plastic products are still sent to landfills after their disposal [5], [6]. 

There is a distinct need to enhance the industrial production and commercial application of 

biodegradable plastics, and more research focus is necessary to facilitate the advances in 

biodegradable bioplastic technology necessary to achieve this.  

 

2.2.2 Biodegradable Bioplastics 

Biodegradable bioplastics have not experienced the same industrial presence or the amount of 

growth that their durable counterparts have; projections of future production anticipate that in 2018 

biodegradable plastic production will not even have doubled capacity compared to 2013, 

contributing only 1126 tonnes out of the more than 300 million tonnes of plastics that will be 

produced  by the global plastics industry [6], [31]. Of biodegradable plastics, however, several select 

varieties stand out as possessing a certain degree of success compared to others [58], [62], and would 

be the best options to focus on for the development of competitive biodegradable bioplastics. 

 

One of these more successful biodegradable bioplastics is polybutylene succinate (PBS) [58], whose 

mechanical properties have been described as similar to polyolefins like polyethylene. This polyester 

is generally synthesized from succinic acid and 1,4-butanediol monomers. Positively, carbon-

sequestering biobased succinic acid has become commercially available through low-energy 

fermentation processes using plant-based feedstocks. Even more recently, this biobased succinic 

acid has been used to create bio-1,4-butanediol which has led to the production of 100% biobased 

PBS [63], [64]. Commercial grades of polybutylene succinate include 100% petro-based Bionolle 

from Showa Denki and 50% biobased BioPBS from PTT MCC Biochem; the former of these 

materials possesses compostability certifications from DIN CERTCO, Vinçotte, and the Japanese 
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Bioplastic Association (JBA), while the latter has approval from BPI, JBA, and Vinçotte (including 

OK Home Compostability in some cases) [65], [66]. PBS can be processed via a broad range of 

conventional techniques, including  injection moulding, thermoforming, and fibre spinning, and has 

found use in such applications as food packaging, plastic dinnerware, electronics, and automotive 

interiors, though its major competitive field will likely be blown film products [63], [64], [66]. 

Modifications to improve PBS performance often involve producing copolymers; poly(butylene 

succinate-co-butylene adipate) biodegrades more quickly than PBS, and poly(butylene succinate-co-

butylene terephthalate) trades tensile strength for much enhanced elongation [64]. The addition of 

switchgrass fibres, sisal fibres and biofuel coproducts have also been investigated based on their 

ability to influence the mechanical, thermal, and biodegradable properties of PBS [67]–[70]. 

 

Poly(butylene adipate-co-terephthalate) (PBAT) is another relatively well established biodegradable 

bioplastic [58]. PBAT is an aliphatic-aromatic co-polyester assembled from petroleum-sourced 

monomers, though market projections suggest that biobased PBAT may represent 50% of 

production capacity by 2020 [71]. Resins supplied by BASF are a popular choice in literature [72]–

[77], and their ecoflex brand is certified compostable in Europe, America, Australia, Japan, Korea, 

and China [78]; PBAT also has a presence on Vinçotte’s certified compostable products list [79].  

Mechanically, this polymer possesses low tensile strength and stiffness, though it has excellent 

elongation properties; studies report strain-at-break values of 388% [75] and upwards of 800% [77]. 

As such, PBAT is typically applied to films and packaging lamination applications [73], [80], though 

investigations have touched on fibre forms as well [72]. Some research focus has been directed at the 

development of antimicrobial films for food packaging. The addition of nisin (an antimicrobial 

additive) and clay nanoparticles have proven effective for this purpose, though influences on 

thermal and mechanical properties were also observed. It is also important to note that antimicrobial 
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efforts have a negative influence on biodegradability [73], [74]. Improvement of PBAT mechanical 

properties via blending with stronger, stiffer bioplastics has also been successfully performed 

resulting in stronger, stiffer materials with decreased tensile elongation [75], [77].  

 

One characteristic of biodegradable plastics limiting their adoption by industry is their cost. 

Generally, compostable bioplastics are much more expensive than their durable or conventional 

counterparts [81]. In this regard, starch presents a promising, abundant, and annually renewable 

contribution to the biodegradable materials market; it is one of the least expensive options available. 

Starch is produced by plants as a storage molecule, made from linear and branched polysaccharides 

amylase and amlyo-pectin. The amount of linear and branched components varies depending on the 

source plants; starch is commonly obtained from corn, potato, rice, and grain crops [82], [83]. In its 

unprocessed, “native” form, starch is difficult to work with due to brittleness and a softening 

temperature so high it results in thermal degradation of the starch itself. As such, it is often 

converted to thermoplastic starch (TPS) via a process referred to as gelatinization. However, TPS is 

extremely sensitive to moisture and has limited mechanical performance, making it more effective 

when blended with other biodegradable polymers [83]–[85]; indeed, such starch bends are currently 

considered one of the most commercially available biodegradable polymer options on the market 

today and should continue to be so for the next few years [58], [62]. Several commercial brands of 

biodegradable starch blends exist, like polycaprolactone-based Mater-Bi from Novamont, the largest 

producer of starch-based plastics in the world. Biotec’s BIOPLAST line of biodegradable resins 

includes several grades which take advantage of starch blends as well. Other efforts are trying to 

advance TPS blends with PLA, PBAT, and PBS [84].  
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In addition, biodegradable plastic advancements also include investigations regarding petroleum-

based polycaprolactone and biobased polylactic acid. However, as these two polymers have been 

selected as the focus for this research, they will be touched on in greater detail in the following 

sections. 

 

2.3 Polylactic Acid 

2.3.1 Background 

Polylactic acid (PLA) is a popular bioplastic produced mainly by NatureWorks LLC in Nebraska, 

USA, and it represents the largest share of biodegradable plastics available on the market [58], [81]. 

Considering its relative popularity already, improving PLA to be more commercially competitive 

should be one of the most effective strategies to boost the industrial capacity of biodegradable 

plastics. 

 

PLA is currently developed from corn-sourced dextrose, which is fermented to produce lactic acid 

from microorganisms. This lactic acid is formed into lactide rings, which are then opened and 

polymerized into long PLA chains (see Figure 8). Once formed into functional stock pellets (Figure 

9), this material can be manufactured into plastic containers, disposable cutlery, packaging films, and 

more. Ideally, in the future PLA will be able to be made from inedible cellulosic feedstocks [17].  

 

PLA is praised for its biological origins, its compostability [43], and its high strength. Compared to 

polypropylene, the most common conventional plastic, polylactic acid has more than double the 

tensile strength at yield [86]. It has a low elongation factor, about 4% [16], and while its stiffness 

helps to prevent it from bending and stretching under stress, it also lends it a brittle nature that is 

vulnerable to breaking under impact. Enhancing the thermal and mechanical properties of PLA will 
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help to improve the versatility of this bioplastic as a resource for the manufacturing industry and 

expand the applications it can be used for [81]. Of particular importance are the needs to improve 

PLA’s heat deflection temperature, impact resistance, and its stiffness-toughness balance. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the effectiveness of a novel processing strategy aimed to 

develop more impact-resistant PLA-based materials. As such, a thorough review was completed 

summarizing more conventionally founded toughening strategies already considered or employed to 

improve the mechanical performance of PLA. The results of these efforts are described in the 

following section. 

 

2.3.2 Toughening Strategies 

The brittle nature of polylactic acid is a significant factor keeping this environmentally friendly 

bioplastic from broader use in commercial applications. As such, much research has been done 

investigating methods to improve the toughness of PLA. Primary indicators of toughness include 

high tensile elongation and high impact resistance values. Strategies for making PLA more resistant 

to breakage are numerous with varied degrees of success; several examples are presented below. 

 

 

 
   

Figure 8. Polylactic acid chemical structure.  Figure 9. NatureWorks LLC Ingeo 3251D polylactic acid pellets. 
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Conventional Polymer Blends 

Mixing other, tougher polymeric materials into PLA aims to imbue the ductile properties of the 

former into the latter; often this ends up being accompanied by a reduction in strength and stiffness, 

and an optimal compromise in mechanical behaviour is something that has to be specifically 

designed to fulfill any given application’s needs. Several cases were identified having interesting 

success using this method to modify PLA. Feng and Ye [87] investigated adding a terpolymer of 

polyamide to polylactic acid to improve its toughness; the terpolymer was composed of relatively 

even amounts of nylon-6, nylon-66, and nylon-610. No improvement was identified when 

polyamide addition was low; however, once the terpolymer content ratio reached 15%, elongation 

quickly increased. The toughest results, with elongation of 176%, were observed with a 20% nylon 

addition, which was dramatically greater than a neat PLA elongation of 5%. Intriguingly, this major 

improvement of ductility only resulted in a 27% drop in tensile strength when compared to 

reference samples. Scanning electron microscopy of fracture surfaces revealed that nylon-PLA 

adhesion was exceptionally good and the appearance of ductile behaviour at a microscopic level was 

characteristic of tough materials.  

 

In another instance, hyperbranched polyester molecules were mixed into a PLA-flax composite [88]. 

These flexible molecules with a high degree of irregular branching, made from ethoxylated 

pentaerythritol and dimethylol propionic acid, had shown toughening ability in thermoset 

applications and thus were selected for potential similar functionality in thermoplastics. Blending 

these hyperbranched polymers (HBP) with PLA prior to composite formation was linked to 

improved ductility and decreases in tensile stiffness of the final product, which could be correlated 

with greater toughness. Double cantilever tests were used to measure the fracture propagation 

energy of samples; 10%, 30%, and 50% loadings of HBP into PLA raised fracture resistance by 
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90%, 115%, and 200% respectively. In the future, some of these blends may be environmentally 

improved through the use of biobased drop-in alternatives. 

 

Bioplastic Polymer Blends 

When developing tough PLA derivatives, many researchers go beyond simply focusing on 

mechanical performance; the “green” properties of polylactic acid are very important, and additives 

should optimally preserve the naturally-sourced and biodegradable qualities this polymer has to 

offer. Poly(butylene succinate-co-L-lactate) (PBSL) is considered a well known biodegradable 

toughening agent for PLA [89], and succinic acid has recently become a biologically-derived resource 

[90]. Wang et al. [89] investigated the application of this copolymer in a 50:50 blend of polylactic 

acid and polycarbonate. A peak, sixfold improvement in notched Izod impact strength was observed 

in the blend when a 10% addition of PBSL was present; the toughened material did have a lower 

heat deflection temperature, however. 

 

An alternative copolymer made of lactide (LA) and ductile caprolactone (CL) components was the 

subject of a 2013 article from Belgian researchers Odent et al. [91]. Copolymer monomer content 

was varied, and a CL/LA molar ratio of 72/28 was determined to be an optimal design based on 

impact resistance of polylactic acid samples with a 10%w loading of copolyester toughening agent. 

This product absorbed 4.2 times the energy under impact fracturing compared to neat PLA while 

remarkably only dropping the tensile modulus by 10%.  

 

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is another toughening agent that maintains the biodegradability of PLA; 

additionally [92], PEG is relatively inexpensive, preserves PLA’s biocompatibility, and can be a 

positive addition to flame retardant systems. Mixing 15%w polyethylene glycol into polylactic acid 
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did well to moderate the tensile behaviour of pure PLA; elongation was raised from 6% to 120%, 

while strength lowered by only 25% to 41 MPa from the original 55 MPa. Adding 20%w PEG 

doubled elongation once more, but tensile strength was cut down to 25 MPa.  

 

A new bioplastic, poly(trimethylene malonate) (PTM), developed from 1,3-propane diol and malonic 

acid, was blended with PLA with the aim of improving ductility and flexibility [9]. A 90:10 weight 

ratio blend of PLA and PTM was observed to possess dramatically modified mechanical properties. 

Tensile strength was 400% greater than neat PLA samples, Young’s modulus 170% greater, strain at 

break 650% greater, and calculated toughness was more than 2500% greater. Raising PTM content 

to 20%w dropped all properties dramatically, so low level additions were optimal. 

 

Finally, in regards to bioplastic PLA blends, polycaprolactone (PCL) is a popular option. Many 

investigations have been performed evaluating the effectiveness of this tough, biodegradable, 

petroleum-based polymer. As a result, it has been selected as a main polymer of focus for 

combination with PLA in this research. Remarks on PCL and its blends with PLA have thus been 

moved to their own sections (see Sections 2.4 Polycaprolactone (PCL) and 2.5 PLA/PCL Blends) 

where they are discussed in more detail.  

 

Natural Rubber Blends 

Nautral rubber (NR) consists mainly of thermoplastic polyisoprene and is another biocompatible 

[93] material often investigated for use as an impact modifier in PLA applications. A study by 

Jaratrotkamjorn et al. [94] evaluated the toughening ability of 10%w NR in polylactic acid. It was 

found that impact resistance in notched Izod tests was more than doubled and tensile elongation at 

break was slightly improved; tensile strength was reduced from 62 to 40 MPa, and modulus from 
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1750 to 1300 MPa. Mastication of the rubber helped to enhance its toughening ability while 

maintaining the tensile strength and stiffness presented in unmasticated samples. The softened NR 

resulted in notched Izod impact resistance more than three times that of neat PLA and elongation 

more than four times greater.  

 

Modified Natural Rubber Blends 

In the majority of cases observed, modifications to rubber were involved to improve the 

compatibility between PLA and natural rubber. Maleic anhydride and PLA, for example, were 

grafted onto natural rubber by Thepthawat and Srikulkit [93] and blended up to 20%w into PLA. Of 

all the variations tested, all samples (aside from neat PLA) had notched Izod impact strength values 

greater than 175 J/m. The toughest samples possessed 10%w addition of maleated, PLA-grafted 

rubber when considering elongation as well; a product with 10% rubber maleation had impact 

resistance of 350 J/m and elongation of 30% compared to 5 J/m and 13% for neat PLA, 

respectively. Generally, these mixtures greatly reduced tensile strength, but a 15%w addition of non-

maleated, PLA-grafted NR improved impact performance with no significant drop in strength.  

 

Epoxidation is another rubber treatment method investigated for PLA toughness. In a composite of 

PLA and talc, 50% epoxidized natural rubber (ENR50) was added incrementally and mechanical 

properties were tested [95]. Interestingly, while the modified rubber enhanced impact strength from 

30 J/m to nearly 160 J/m with 20%w addition (in an almost linear fashion), tensile elongation at 

break was actually cut in half from an already low starting point. Unfortunately, tensile strength and 

modulus were dramatically reduced to 20% and 35% of neat PLA values, though successful 

application of design principles could achieve an intermediate result with balanced properties based 

on product desires.  
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Epoxidized natural rubber was also a subject of focus for Ayutthaya and Poompradub [96], along 

with polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), investigating the use of these additives as compatibilizers in 

PLA-natural rubber blends. While a 15%w loading of NR in PLA helped to improve impact 

strength, toughness characteristics were definitely enhanced by the improved adhesion and stress 

absorbing properties brought by the ENR and PMMA additives. A low dose of each compatibilizer 

(3% ENR50 and 1% PMMA) together boosted the impact resistance to nearly four times and ten 

times that of the 85:15 PLA/NR blend and neat PLA, respectively. Elongation was similarly elevated 

from less than 10% strain at break to 90% strain at break.  

 

Jarattrotkamjorn et al. [94] also investigated epoxidized natural rubber and natural rubber grafted 

with polymethyl methacrylate, though none of their variations improved toughness as well as 

unadulterated natural rubber. 

 

Acrylic Impact Modifiers 

Acrylic impact modifiers (ACR) like polymethyl methacrlate have been added to PLA independent 

of natural rubber in attempts to improve toughness via their own properties. Copolymer 

combinations involving polybutadiene, methyl methacrylate, hydroxymethyl methacrylate, butyl 

acrylate, butyl methacrylate, and lactide were fabricated and blended in low doses (maximum 5 phr) 

into PLA in a study by Choochottiros and Chin [97]. However, only minimal improvement of 

impact toughness was observed with any acrylic copolymer tested in this scenario. Alternatively, an 

investigation regarding a copolymer of methyl methacrylate-butadiene-styrene (MBS) did return 

significant changes to PLA toughness [98]. Mixing 10% MBS with polylactic acid maximized tensile 

elongation at break at 380% and raised impact strength from 4.7 to 12.6 J/m, a 250% increase; 

tensile strength and modulus both dropped to 65% of those values for neat PLA. When MBS 
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content was elevated to 25%, impact strength reached nearly 100 J/m; tensile strength and modulus 

were cut by more than half of PLA, though.  

 

MBS is one example of a commercial acrylic impact modifier design involving a hard, attractive 

outer shell surrounding a soft, ductile core, in this case PMMA and a butadiene-styrene copolymer, 

respectively [98]. Other, similarly design acrylic impact modifiers have been studied by researchers. 

Zhang et al. [99] reviewed the performance of PLA toughened by polydiethylene glycol (PDEGA), a 

biodegradable plasticizer, and acrylate copolymer of poly(butyl acrylate) core and PMMA shell under 

the trade name KM-355P produced by Rohm and Haas. Together these additives helped to provide 

PLA films with an elongation 26 times that of neat PLA and a tear strength nearly double that of 

unmodified films.  

 

Acrylic impact modifier PARALOID BPM-500 (BPM) by Dow Chemical also succeeded in 

toughening PLA. Ge et al. [100] observed that maximum tensile elongation was achieved at a BPM 

content level of 15%, raising strain at break from 4% to 135% with some drop in strength and 

stiffness; however, impact strength was not significantly influenced. Raising BPM addition to 20% 

boosted impact strength from 30 to 40 J/m, a 33% increase, but this resulted in no further 

improvement in elongation and only further reduction in tensile strength and modulus values.  

 

Interestingly, the effectiveness of an acrylic impact modifier was determined to be in part linked to 

the composition of the core-shell phases themselves. A study by Song et al. evaluated the influence 

of weight-based content ratio of core and shell components in a methyl methacrylate/butyl acrylate 

ACR system. Polyacrylate particles were produced with a range of core-shell weight ratios and added 

to PLA at a fixed level of 10%w. Impact strength was most improved by the samples modified with 
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90:10 core-shell ratio, containing the most ductile butyl acrylate and the lowest hard, methyl 

methacrylate shell amount. These specimens also resulted in the greatest improvement in elongation; 

however, tensile yield strength remained constant for all ACR content variations tested [101].  

 

Successful toughening was also accomplished via the application of an acrylic impact modifier made 

of a polymethyl methacrylate shell around a cross-linked alkyl acrylate rubber core. When samples 

were tested containing 5%w of this additive, tensile elongation was raised from 4% to 200%, an 

improvement 50 times that of neat PLA; the resulting strength was 20% less than that of neat PLA, 

and stiffness was also reduced [102]. 

 

Synthetic Rubber Blends 

Acrylic toughness modification also takes place in the form of synthetic rubbers blended directly 

into PLA. Acrylate rubber was added to polylactic acid, for example, in the form of ultrafine 

particles [103]; the average size of the rubber was 100 nm. Small additions of this toughening agent 

went a long way to modifying PLA. Impact strength doubled with just 1%w of acrylate rubber, and 

elongation improved fivefold. A 90:10 blend of PLA and synthetic rubber had four times the impact 

resistance of neat PLA and elongation rose to nearly 200% from its original 3.5%; tensile strength 

and modulus were decreased to 80% and 70% of neat PLA values. Impact strength and tensile 

elongation enhancement appeared to be plateauing with increasing rubber addition, indicating that 

the positive effects of ultrafine acrylate rubber addition were limited to the lower quantities tested.  

 

Another synthetic rubber used to toughen polylactic acid is an ethylene/acrylate copolymer; Dupont 

has developed a PLA modifier of this variety by the name of Biomax Strong 100 (BS) that was 

investigated by several research groups [104]–[107]. In a study by Afrifah and Matuana in 2010 [104], 
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it was observed that Biomax Strong 100 had little influence on impact strength when added in 

concentrations of less than 10%w. However, at 15%w and 30%w additions, impact strength 

improved to 300% and 600% that of neat PLA; 15%w addition of BS also led to elongation at break 

values of 35%. Decreased tensile strength and stiffness was observed with BS addition. Also, the 

effectiveness of BS was noted to be greater in PLA grades with higher crystallinity. Similar 

responsiveness to low level additions of Biomax Strong 100 was seen in another publication by Taib 

et al. [107], with excellent properties being achieved with a 10%w addition; notched Izod impact was 

improved by 275%, elongation at break was doubled, and tensile strength and stiffness were both 

reduced by only 20%. Further toughening behaviour was observed with a 20% addition where 

impact tests only returned partial breaks of samples; after this, impact strength declined while 

elongation continued to rise. Impact resistance anomalously spiked again at the maximum tested 

loading of 50%w, but tensile strength and stiffness were only 95% of those of neat PLA at this 

point.  

 

Biomax has also been applied in cases of PLA with fillers. In one report, a biocomposite of 

polylactic acid and kenaf fibre was toughened using this commercial rubber additive [106]. High BS 

content levels were able to produce samples that compared mechanically to a similar polypropylene-

kenaf composite. Tensile strength, modulus, and elongation and impact strength of a PLA 

composite with 30% BS matched those of the polypropylene specimens; 40% addition exceeded its 

impact performance, though tensile properties were reduced. Adding Biomax Strong 100 to PLA 

supplemented with calcium sulfate also helped to improve its impact strength [105]. A 10%w 

loading of BS tripled impact resistance of PLA containing 30% clacium sulfate anhydrite; however, 

elongation was not improved in filler-loaded samples and the reduction of tensile strength occurred 

to a greater extent than compared to non-filled PLA specimens, [38].  
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Alternative modifications for rubbers also exist, with one major technique being vulcanization. 

Ultrafine fully vulcanized powdered ethyl acrylate rubber with an average particle diameter of 30 nm 

prior to sample compounding were also researched as a means to toughen polylactic acid [108]. The 

filler was added to PLA in small increments up to a 5%w content ratio. Impact resistance continually 

rose to double that of neat polymer with no indication of plateauing. The influence of the vulcanized 

rubber particles on tensile properties was especially interesting. Tensile elongation rose greatly from 

2% strain at break to 55% strain at break with just a 1% rubber addition, with strength dropping 

only slightly; however, these tensile properties then remained stable with higher particle loadings. 

Additionally, while tensile modulus initially decreased with increasing rubber content, the 5% filler 

samples possessed stiffness comparable to that of neat PLA. 

 

Silicon-Modified PLA 

Silicone rubber (SR) also improved the toughness of polylactic acid, increasing impact strength 

continuously up to a 20%w addition, the maximum content level investigated by Yildiz et al. [109]. 

At this degree of blending, SR more than doubled the impact resistance compared to neat PLA, 

though tensile strength dropped by 40%. The use of supplementary additives dicumyl peroxide and 

triallyl cyanurate were also added for crosslinking and coagent purposes, respectively, but these 

appeared to only detract from both tensile and impact strength.  

 

Other silicon-based materials have been the subject of PLA-toughening research, too, including a 

commercial methyl MQ silicone resin (where M and Q represent R3SiO1/2 and SiO2 silicon-oxygen 

units, respectively) [110]. Very little of this material was necessary to achieve an impressive 

toughening effect. When PLA was loaded with only 2%w methyl MQ silicone resin, elongation was 

raised from 8% to 218%. Additionally, this blend had a relatively minor negative influence on tensile 
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properties, resulting in average values that were not significantly different from those of neat PLA. 

Higher resin quantities continued to soften the material according to changes in elastic modulus 

data, but elongation declined in these cases.  

 

Aerosil brand fumed silica nanoparticles from Evonik were another filler of this variety, and 

improved the mechanical properties of polylactic acid films to varying degrees depending on the 

variety. Particular success was obtained from Aerosil r805, which improved both toughness and 

tensile strength of PLA films with no negative influence on stiffness [10]. With a 6% addition of 

these nanoparticles, tensile strain at break and strength were nearly 2.5 times that of neat PLA. Also, 

energy-to-break values for PLA from high speed tensile impact tests were more than 5.5 times 

greater. When silica nanoparticles were added to PLA samples containing 10% caprolactone-lactide 

copolymer, toughness was dramatically improved [11]. Specimens containing 5%w SiO2 stretched 

ten times further than neat PLA before breaking; impact resistance was also improved tenfold. 

Doubling the nanoparticle addition dropped elongation by just over half, but the resulting impact 

strength was nearly 400 J/m. Tensile modulus was similar to neat PLA.  

 

Natural Fibre Composites 

When considering fillers, natural fibres possess certain potentials to improve PLA toughness while 

simultaneously reducing costs, lowering density, enhancing eco-friendliness, and adding value to the 

bioeconomy. Several articles were identified where vegetal fibres helped to improve impact strength. 

In a study by Way et al. [111], 25%w cotton linter and 40%w maple wood fibre additions to PLA 

raised its impact strength by 72% and 56%, respectively; these products were also stiffer and weaker 

than neat PLA in respect to tensile properties. Another investigation involving a composite with 

40%w wood flour managed to boost impact resistance by 30% while maintaining the strength of 
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neat PLA [112]. Slight increases in tensile strength were achieved with abaca fibres and regenerated 

celllulose in an investigation by Bledzki et al.[113]; 30%w abaca added to polylactic acid more than 

doubled its impact resistance, and 30%w regenerated cellulose raised impact strength to 360% that 

of unfilled PLA. An 80:20 weight ratio composite of PLA and sisal fibres had similar impact 

strength improvement of 350% compared to neat PLA while simultaneously doubling its tensile 

strength [114]. However, none of these studies reported major enhancement of tensile elongation 

[111]–[114]. Alternatively, both jute and ramie fibres were observed to triple PLA strain at break 

when added in quantities of 30% by weight; a slight improvement in impact and tensile strengths 

was also seen [115]. Pre-treating fibres could help to aid in their ability to modify mechanical 

properties and improve toughness. Acetylated microfibrillated cellulose, for example, raised 

elongation at break for PLA by 700% with only a 2%w addition [116]. The addition of a plasticizer, 

triacetin, in PLA-fibre biocomposites was reported to help improve properties like tensile elongation 

[117] and impact resistance [118], though in some cases its presence was observed to only have 

negative influences [119]. 

 

PLA Fibres 

One final interesting fibrous additive that was used to improve polylactic acid toughness was PLA 

itself [120]. Textiles made from PLA threads were incorporated into rigid products via a process 

called “injection-compression moulding.” The stretchiness of these knitted fabrics helped to absorb 

energy when stress was applied to the substrate. In one of the most successful varieties fabricated, 

total impact energy of dart drop tests was doubled when knitted PLA fabric was present, with even 

greater improvement when the fabric-side was turned upward toward the oncoming stress. These 

products were 100% polylactic acid and performed best when processing temperatures were lower 

and less energy intensive. 
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2.4 Polycaprolactone (PCL) 

Polycaprolactone is a petroleum-based polymer that is also on the list of the most commercially 

available biodegradable plastics in the current and expected future market [58], [62]. Technical data 

from supplier Perstorp, one the few significant producers of the polymer, indicates that this plastic 

should exhibit a tensile elongation at break value upwards of 700% [121]; this property correlates to 

a great deal of toughness. Its stiffness has also been compared to that of polyethylene [82], one of 

the most prevalent conventional plastics around. Despite these impressive factors, PCL possesses 

characteristics that hamper its everyday use in commercial products. Polycaprolactone has a very low 

melt temperature, 60 °C [121], which limits the range of potential uses. Furthermore, this bioplastic, 

like many others, is quite expensive; in some cases, blends of PCL with starch have been investigated 

as a means to reduce costs while simultaneously adding biobased content [85]. Polycapolactone is 

mostly used in medical applications, with promising developments as a drug delivery medium, 

though it is also used in adhesives and films [85], [121]. It has also been identified as a functional 

compatibilizer in polymer blend systems in some cases [82].  

 

As mentioned previously, polycaprolactone addition has also been investigated as a means to 

toughen polylactic acid. Blends of PLA and PCL have been created by many researchers, and the 

 

 

 
   

Figure 10. Polycaprolactone chemical structure.  Figure 11.  Perstorp CAPA 6500 polycaprolactone pellets . 
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combinations have displayed intermediate mechanical properties [24], [27]. Advantageously, this 

improved strain and impact resistance significantly (more than double, in some cases) compared to 

neat PLA, though this often infers that the high strength of PLA ends up reduced in blend form 

[23].  

 

The well-researched state of these blends and the involvement of two popular biodegradable plastics 

make PLA-PCL systems an excellent focus for biodegradable plastic advancement. This material 

combination was selected as the focus of this thesis and its co-injection based modification strategy. 

Literature review was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the conventional blend strategy to 

provide a basis for comparison.  

 

2.5 PLA/PCL Blends 

Polycaprolactone is a popular choice when selecting a polylactic acid toughening agent; its excellent 

ductility, biodegradability, and biocompatibility are sought to improve impact resistance while 

preserving the environmental qualities of PLA. Due to their immiscibility, low content mixing of 

PCL into PLA results in a dual phase morphology involving spherical domains of the former 

suspended in a matrix of the latter. These phases are considered to be relatively compatible [21], 

[29]. 

 

The mechanical success of combining polylactic acid and polycaprolactone has been investigated by 

many research groups. Films created via solution blending were evaluated by Broz et al. [19] with 

lackluster results. Toughening of PLA may have been achieved via PCL addition according to 

softening effects conveyed by Young’s modulus data, but tensile elongation was not improved until 

samples possessed a PCL content of at least 50%m. Tensile strength dropped quickly; by the time 
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strain-at-failure was observed to begin improving, yield stress was no greater than neat PCL. Similar 

tensile behaviour was observed by Simoes et al. [25] in their 2009 study, where rigid samples were 

prepared via extrusion followed by injection moulding. Impact resistance was also tested in this case 

and indicated that impact strength was doubled by a 25%w addition of PCL into PLA. However, 

greater impact resistance was not reported until after PCL content was greater than 50%. Other 

research efforts returned more positive toughening responses from their polylactic acid and 

polycaprolactone blends. In one instance, impact strength and elongation improvement peaked with 

a 20%w addition of PCL; impact stregnth rose from 40 to 58 J/m, and strain-at-break from 4% to 

28% [122]. Tensile strength and modulus both dropped below what would have been expected from 

a linear rule-of-mixtures estimation. Another 80:20 PLA/PCL blend was reported to actually 

improve tensile strength as well as elongation [20]. In this case, yield strength rose by 5 MPa while 

elongation at break doubled; tensile modulus was unaffected. Elongation stretched a bit further, 

peaking at nearly triple that of neat PLA with a 60:40 blend, but tensile strength and modulus both 

dropped significantly. 

 

2.5.1 Modifying PLA/PCL Blends 

Many efforts have been made to enhance the mechanical properties of PLA and PCL blends by 

mixing various additives into the material. The intention of these compatibilizers is to strengthen the 

adhesion between the separate PLA and PCL phases; this intermolecular attraction would provide 

better stress transfer between the brittle and ductile components and stronger, tougher behaviour of 

the resulting products.  
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Copolymer Addition 

One very straightforward option to bridge the attraction between PLA and PCL is to use a 

copolymer made from both lactide and caprolactone monomers. In a study involving a 90:10 weight 

ratio blend of PLA and PCL, respectively, addition of such a copolymer reduced the size of PCL 

domain phases, improving dispersion [123]. Tensile strength and modulus did drop with the 

addition of the copolymer. Triblock PLA-PCL-PLA copolymers were also used and similarly 

resulted in smaller, more homogenously sized PCL domain particles [21]. Work by Wu et al. [124] 

investigated compatibilization via both diblock and triblock copolymers. Blends of PLA and PCL in 

a 30:70 weight ratio were dosed with various amounts of both additives. Dispersion analysis 

suggested that the triblock option was a more effective compatibilizer. Mechanical improvement was 

similar for both, however; 10% additions of either copolymer resulted in a stiffer and stronger 

product with no loss in tensile elongation.  

 

Maleic Anhydride Addition 

Another more direct approach to modifying PLA-PCL blends was carried out by Gardella et al. 

[125], where polylactic acid modified via grafted with maleic anhydride in an attempt to improve 

interfacial adhesion. Blends were produced containing 30% polycaprolactone; the rest was 

composed of polylactic acid with varying degrees of grafted PLA content. Samples where 10% of 

the PLA was grafted with maleic anhydride were successfully modified. Compared to a blend 

containing no grafted content, elongation at break was raised from 7% to 53%, a sevenfold 

improvement, while simultaneously enhancing the tensile modulus by 7%. Greater percentages of 

maleic anhydride-grafted PLA further elevated stiffness but lost most of the elongation 

improvement. 
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Other Modification Strategies 

All sorts of alternative additives have been included in these blends with varying degrees of success. 

Talc added to a PCL-heavy blend, for example, was observed to decrease domain size, enhance 

stiffness, and improve oxygen and water vapour barrier properties of the material [22]. However, 

elongation at break was dramatically reduced with just a 1%w addition of the mineral filler; the 40:60 

PLA/PCL mixture’s strain at break was dropped from 375% down to just 25%. Polylactic acid and 

polycaprolactone were also compatibilized using a polyethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide-

polyethylene oxide triblock copolymer [27]. Mode I fracture tests indicated that this copolymer 

raised the fracture propagation energy of blended samples by 250%, though fracture initiation 

energy was not significantly altered. In fact, a 2% addition to the base 70:30 PLA/PCL blend 

elevated fracture energy above even that of neat PCL. Scanning electon microscopy (SEM) revealed 

very ductile behaviour of the fracture surfaces. Lysine triisocyanate (LTI) had similar if not better 

results [26]. A blend of 85%w polylcatic acid and 15%w polycaprolactone was compatiblized with a 

1%w addition and exposed to single-edge-notch-bend testing. In this case, the modified blend, 

which had improved PCL phase dispersion according to SEM imagery, was observed to possess not 

only better fracture propagation resistance but distinctly improved fracture initiation resistance. 

Energy aborption values were raised by about 500% and 150%, respectively, with this minor LTI 

addition. Wang et al. [28] investigated the use of triphenyl phosphite (TPP) as a reactive 

compatibilizer. They raised tensile elongation to 127% from 28% in an 80:20 PLA/PCL blend using 

just a 2% addition of TPP. In addition, tensile stiffness was improved by 70%, but strength dropped 

by 25% at the same time. Crosslinking as a modification technique was also attempted using dicumyl 

peroxide (DCP), with the most noteworthy improvement observed in an injection moulded 70:30 

PLA/PCL blend [23]. Small increments of DCP were added to the mixture, with 0.3 phr resulting in 

the toughest samples. Strain at break was stretched to 150%, and notched Izod impact strength was 
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improved by 30% compared to the unmodified blend; reverse notched Izod impact strength was 

double that of the unmodified blend. Tensile strength and modulus were reduced by about 10% 

each. An alternative reactive compatibilization strategy involved treating PLA/PCL blends with 

glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) and electron-beam radiation [24]. GMA bonded with polylactic acid 

and polycaprolactone via esterification and etherification reactions; the resulting attraction of GMA 

to itself helped to enhance interphasial adhesion and domain dispersal. Irradiation, however, 

appeared to counter toughening efforts; while the cross-copolymerization resulting from the energy 

doses doubled the tensile strength of the blend, it also served to reduce elongation to neat PLA 

comparable levels. 

 

The methods to combine polylactic acid and polycaprolactone are many and diverse, and no one 

method is the solution for all bioplastic applications. Different products will require different 

combinations of strength, stiffness, and toughness, as well as non-mechanical qualities. These could 

include clarity, barrier abilities, cost, or biocontent. Having a multitude of successful strategies to 

design from helps these bioplastics to adapt to new challenges and be more competitive. 

 

Co-Injection: An Uninvestigated Strategy 

Co-injection (or “sandwich moulding”) is a manufacturing process that combines materials in a 

layered form rather than in the relatively homogenously mixed forms usually achieved through 

typical blending methods; items made using this technique could have a structure of polylactic acid 

encapsulated in a skin of polycaprolactone (for more details, see Section 2.9 Co-Injection Moulding). 

A lack of primary studies in the literature indicates that no investigations of the application of co-

injection to these materials have taken place. As a co-injection product, the properties of PLA and 

PCL should be able to combine in a different, unique way compared to blending. Descriptions of 
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sandwich moulded product mechanical behaviour indicate that the impact properties of test samples 

are strongly linked to the properties of the skin material [126]. This means that a ductile PCL 

exterior could be able to support a brittle composite core under impact stress while imposing 

minimal negative impact on its strong tensile and flexural qualities. 

 

If co-injected PLA/PCL were to be made, it would be important to ensure that the skin-core 

interface is secure, otherwise the exterior phase will not be able to support the inner phase and vice 

versa. This may require the use of compatibilizers, as is the case in PLA-PCL blends [12]. 

Polyethylene oxide–polypropylene oxide–polyethylene oxide (a triblock copolymer) [27], lysine 

triisocyanate [26], and irradiation-assisted glycidyl methacrylate [24] are all examples of 

compatibilizers that have successfully enhanced PLA-PCL blends.  

 

2.6 Processing 

Whether using blending or co-injection techniques, combining materials like polylactic acid and 

polycaprolactone together requires the use of processing equipment. This research involved the use 

of semi-pilot scale extruder and injection moulding machinery. The theory and details behind the use 

of these processing technologies are discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.7 Extrusion 

Extruders are machines designed to heat, mix, and convey materials. In the production of 

bioplastics, this equipment is often used for compounding two or more materials together and 

dispensing the combination out through a nozzle to form rods which can be cooled, pelletized, and 

saved for future processing, such as injection moulding. In some cases, an alternate strategy is used 

whereby the mixture is delivered directly into a mould to form a product; this is called extrusion 
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moulding [127]. In the case of composites, input involves polymers and reinforcing fillers, such as 

natural fibres [128]. Plasticizers [129], compatibilizers [130], and other additives [131] can also be 

included to help improve the properties of the desired product. In the case of brittle PLA, this often 

involves blending it with ductile polymers for toughening purposes (see Section 2.3.2 Toughening 

Strategies), which is a component of the work being performed in this thesis. 

 

A typical extruder configuration is depicted in Figure 12. Polymer stock in the form of pellets or 

powder is added via a main hopper at the back of the unit; in some cases, multiple, pre-mixed 

materials are loaded at once. The screws pass the plastic down the barrel which possesses regulated 

heating elements divided into zones; these are used to melt the polymer, making it easier to transport 

and preparing it for mixing. Fibres (or other additives) can be added in a side hopper about one 

third to one half of the length of the barrel. Materials are mixed together by the shear forces applied 

by one or two screws. The screw design may also contain blocks of kneading discs; these elements 

are oblong and blunt, and deliver a more direct mechanical force to the ingredients for added shear 

and mixing. Once the materials reach the end, they should be combined into a uniformly mixed 

composite [132].  

 

It is important that biomaterials be able to be produced using existing manufacturing technology to 

ensure a smooth adoption by industry; economic burdens such as new equipment, training, and 

downtime can be prevented if unique machinery does not have to be acquired [133]; “drop-in” 

substitutes, like bio-PP, can make switching to bioplastics a very simple matter in this regard [7]. 

However, when utilizing this conventional equipment with the unconventional materials involved in 

making many biomaterials, certain complicating factors must be considered. For example, PLA is 

prone to thermal degradation at relatively low temperatures. Also, the mechanical stresses exerted by 
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extruders can also damage sensitive biomaterials [111], [134], [135]. Feedstocks typically require 

preprocessing, like size reduction and drying, which consumes time and resources [136]–[138]. 

Finally, poorly chosen operating parameters can lead to incomplete mixing which will lead to weak 

spots in the final product, leading to mechanical failure [139].  

To ensure that successful products are developed from PLA extrusion, the following parameters 

must be considered. 

 

2.7.1 Temperature 

Heating is a standard part of extruder operation, as polymers must be melted when mechanical 

mixing is desired. However, a balance needs to be achieved to optimize the influence of temperature 

on this process, especially in cases where natural fibres are involved. A functional temperature will 

achieve a melted state such that the plastics involved are fluid enough to achieve successful 

dispersion of the different phases. However, while high temperatures help to decrease viscosity, 

excessive heat can lead to thermal degradation of materials. If not heated enough, polymers have 

high viscosity and mixing may not be complete; the toughness of cooler materials may also add 

 
 

Figure 12. Basic extruder setup used for making polymer blends, composites, and other mixtures. 
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increased stress on the mechanical equipment leading to premature wear and breakdown. To 

complicate matters, shear forces and slow heat transfer can lead to mechanically induced “heat 

spikes” inside the barrel outside of the control of the extruder’s thermal regulating equipment [140]. 

 

According to guidelines for Ingeo Biopolymer processing from NatureWorks LLC, lower limit melt 

blending temperatures should be around 180 °C [141], though higher temperatures may be necessary 

to reduce viscosity to ensure proper composite mixing [13]. If operating conditions upwards of 

225s°C are required, however, the risk of thermal degradation to the chemical structure of PLA is 

present. Thermogravimetric analysis of PLA has revealed that it begins experiencing mass loss 

effects at, and especially above, this temperature [135]. Successful compounding with PLA at 

temperatures safely below 225 °C has been displayed in several studies, indicating that this problem 

should be easily avoided [24, 25, 32]. 

 

Despite the fact that the degradation of polylactic acid on a chemical level (e.g. burning) is avoidable 

during extrusion if processing temperatures are kept lower than 225 °C, it has been documented that 

thermal degradation still occurs in other forms. A decline in the degree of polymerization has been 

noted to occur at much lower temperatures as scission breaks polymer chains apart and decreases 

the overall molecular weight (MW) of the PLA. This phenomenon has been recorded at 

temperatures as mild as 70 °C [143] and has been an observed consequence of exposure to 

composite compounding conditions [118]. Reduced molecular weight as a result of thermal 

degradation has been linked to diminished mechanical performance, and as such minimizing 

exposure time and temperature are important factors in producing strong polylactic acid-based 

materials. In an extreme case, excessive depolymerisation (e.g. MW < 20 000 g/mol) dropped PLA 

viscosity to such an extent that it was below the functional range of the extruder [144].  
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Thermal degradation is aggravated by the presence of certain activating agents, notably oxygen. 

Nitrogen can be employed to counter this problem by displacing air and preventing oxygen-based 

degradation reactions from occurring. Thermal influences on molecular weight have been 

successfully reduced via this method, with heightened success at higher temperatures [145]. 

 

2.7.2 Throughput 

Throughput, or “mass flow rate,” is the rate at which materials are processed by the extruder and is 

controlled by the feed rate of input materials. Throughput directly impacts residence time [146]. 

Residence time is the amount of time that the input materials spend in the extruder barrel. At 

increased feed rates, more material passes through the extruder faster, reducing residence time. As 

such, throughput influences the amount of exposure the polymer and additives have to the 

degrading heat and high shear stress delivered in the extruder barrel. Increasing the feed rate can 

lead to decreased degradation of the molecular weight of polylactic acid [147]. 

 

Throughput values observed in literature involving polylactic acid extrusion range from 0.2 to 5.4 

kg/h, with resulting residence times from 10 minutes down to 105 seconds [140], [144], [147]. 

However, these statistics are difficult to draw specific recommendations from; the varying 

temperatures, extruder lengths, and barrel diameters between studies make throughput influence 

case-dependent. The general trend is clear, though: shorter residence times via higher feed rates are 

optimal.  

 

2.7.3 Screw Speed 

Next to throughput, screw speed has the next biggest influence on residence time, and thus can 

result in similar benefits or detriments; this is typically only observable when throughput is 
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sufficiently low (e.g. 0.2 kg/h) [147]. Otherwise, the screw speed is notable for influencing 

dispersion and delivering heat-generating, mechanically stressful shear forces. Higher rotational 

speeds are considered preferable by process engineers for power and efficiency reasons [133], but 

elevated rates (e.g. 400 rpm) can expose polymers to high shear stress and leads to PLA molecular 

weight degradation [147]. When operated at low speeds (e.g. ≤ 100 rpm), dispersion can become 

incomplete resulting in poor mechanical performance. Slow conditions can also lead to the 

aforementioned longer residence times and the degradation associated with it [134], [144].  

 

2.7.4 Moisture Content 

Moisture can be problematic in compounding equipment. It can interfere with extruder material 

input, as both pellets and fibres (in the case of composites) have been known to clog extruder 

screws upon entry under non-dried conditions [140], [144]. Greater problems are associated with 

extruder output; upon leaving the pressurized conditions of the extruder barrel, water vaporizes and 

expands creating voids in the resulting pellets which further lead to mechanical defects in products 

made from them [133]. To prevent these issues, materials can be prepared via lengthy rounds in 

vacuum ovens with subsequent moisture analyses to confirm adequate dryness.  

 

At temperatures relevant to polylactic acid extrusion (i.e. 190, 210 °C), the presence of moisture has 

been noted to increase molecular weight degradation of PLA in melting conditions [148]. As 

previously described, this can be detrimental to the mechanical properties of final products. 

 

2.7.5 Screw Design 

Variations in screw design involve diameter, thread angle, thread spacing, and the inclusion of 

kneading discs; the latter component consists of elliptical blocks that apply more direct force to the 
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polymer compared to simple thread patterns. The intent of variations in the screw design is to 

enhance the mixing ability of the extruder. However, assessments of polypropylene-clay 

nanocomposite extrusion using different screw profiles revealed that screw geometry changes had 

only minor impacts on dispersion and composite formation [139].  

 

Generally, co-rotating twin screw setups are considered optimal compared to counter-rotating or 

single screw extruders. Co-rotation delivers higher power and provides a better degree of dispersion 

and mixing compared to alternatives. Additionally, the co-rotating screw design is more flexible; the 

various kneading discs and threaded sections can be easily designed to work in a co-rotating unit 

[133]. 

 

2.7.6 Die Swell 

Die swell is a phenomenon that causes polymer rods to expand when exiting an extruder die. In the 

case of PLA/PCL blends produced via mixing in an extruder, this can be very problematic. Practical 

experience indicated that die swell for this material combination could be so dramatic that extrudate 

would become uselessly thick, unable to be continuously drawn from the machine in narrow rods 

for proper cooling and size reduction. Knowledge of die swell was an important aspect of proper 

blend production in this research. 

 

Die swell (a.k.a. extrudate swell, a.k.a. Barus effect) is a release of energy stored in polymer chains 

during extrusion. When exposed to extruder screws and forced through a die, these chains 

experience shear stress which stretches and temporarily reorients them. Once the polymer leaves the 

die, the long, distorted molecules release their energy and snap back into their preferred position. 

The resulting effect is that extrudate rods contract longitudinally and expand laterally. All polymers 
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experience die swell to some degree, but the properties of a particular variety will make it more or 

less dramatic; in extreme cases, this swelling can produce rods several times thicker than the die 

orifices [149]–[151]. To manage die swell, it is vital to manage the polymer chain behaviour in the 

extrusion product. This is influenced and controlled by several factors. 

 

Temperature 

In regards to die swell, high temperatures cause polymer chains to become more flexible and lose 

their ability to store energy. As such, their distortion is more permanent and they have less capability 

to expand upon exiting a die [150], [152]–[154]. However, hotter extrusion can complicate 

processing; output rods require more cooling, especially prior to any inline pelletization of tough 

plastics. Additionally, as decribed previously, harsh thermal conditions may result in thermal 

degradation of polymers; some bioplastics and bio-fillers are particularly susceptible to this [140]. 

Finally, increasing temperatures may have opposing secondary influences on viscosity ratios in the 

case of material blending (see below). 

 

Die Residence Time 

As a polymer melt passes through a die, it begins to relax and settle into its new shape. As die 

residence time is usually quite quick, molecular chains have little time to disperse their stored energy 

and die swell occurs. However, if a die possesses a high enough length/diameter (L/D) ratio, it can 

provide the proper environment to facilitate an effective relaxation stage [149], [151], [154]. A slow 

feed rate could also help to achieve this, and is more practical when equipment cannot be readily 

altered. Adjusting the throughput of the extrusion process may not be feasible in all cases, though; 

inline post-extrusion processing, like pelletization, coupled with material properties may demand 

certain material processing speeds to maintain proper rod integrity, diameter, and mass flow. As 
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discussed previously, however, longer residence times in heated equipment also present the potential 

to degrade sensitive polymers. 

 

Shear Stress/Rate 

The passage of material through the extruder and die will impose shear forces on the polymer melt, 

both from the screw and walls; these forces will load the melt with energy that will be released and 

cause die swell upon exiting the device [150], [152]–[154]. Lower feed rates and slower screw speeds 

will prevent excess energy loading and decrease die swell. These factors need to be balanced with 

residence time issues already discussed as well as the need to achieve satisfactory mixing of blend 

materials. Blends may display more complex responses to shear stress [155] and may be more 

difficult to control accordingly. 

 

Fillers 

Additives like flame retardants and calcium-based particles have been evaluated with respect to their 

influence on die swell. General trends indicate that filler material decreases die swelling, and larger 

particle sizes do so to a greater extent than smaller particles [150], [152]. Whether or not the 

inclusion of such supplements would preserve the properties of the resulting material (in regards to 

thermal, mechanical, and physical properties and cost) will be dependent on the system in question.  

 

Blend Compatibility and Viscosity Ratios 

An analysis of an incompatible blend of polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) and nylon-6 polyamide 

(PA6) indicated that combinations of these materials complicate the die swell issue. The formation 

of spherical domain phases exacerbates the tendency for the dispersed polymer to recover its shape 

and thus produces extreme die swell ratios (e.g. a 50:50 blend swelled to four times the diameter of 
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the die) [156]. Other researchers have noted similar complexities in other blend systems, both 

compatible and incompatible, identifying the formation of domain phases as a cause of abnormal 

responses to processing conditions [151], [153]. In these cases, viscosity (η) differences between the 

two materials become important, where increasing the η0 DOMAIN/η0 MATRIX zero-shear viscosity ratio 

decreases die swell [151], [156]. It is necessary in any unique blending scenario to note that particular 

content ratios will influence which material is the domain versus the matrix. Additionally, the zero-

shear viscosity values of any polymers in a blend system will vary to independent degrees from any 

given change in temperature; as such, altering the temperature may result in a change in viscosity 

ratio.  

 

2.8 Injection Moulding 

Injection moulding is a common manufacturing process where polymers (including composites, 

blends, etc.) are melted down and forced into a form. This is a useful technology for creating 

complex shapes in a quick, automated way. It can also be modified to produce very complex designs 

using dynamic mould designs, robotic assistance, and co-injection equipment. This type of 

equipment was used in this research to form test bars for the evaluation of materials of interest. 

 

A simple diagram of an injection moulder is presented in Figure 13. Plastics pellets are fed into the 

feed hopper where they are transferred to the screw cylinder. Once there, regulated heating elements 

are used to melt the polymer and the screw conveys the material to the head of the cylinder towards 

the nozzle. When the cylinder is fully loaded, screw action, combined with pressure from the 

hydraulic fluid against the ram, drives the plastic into the clamped mould. Once the new part has 

cooled, the mould is opened and its contents ejected. The process is then ready to repeat.  
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The screw cylinder unit is similar in several ways to the extrusion equipment mentioned previously 

(see Section 2.7 Extrusion); as such, factors like thermal degradation need to be considered here as 

well. Research has observed that in the case of biocomposites prepared in a two-step extrusion and 

injection moulding process, for example, natural fibres experience size reductions after injection 

moulding, though not to the same degree as when they were initially extruded [134].  

 

2.9 Co-Injection Moulding 

Co-injection moulding adds an extra level of complexity to the injection moulding process. A 

second injection unit is included with its own screw cylinder and hopper in order to deliver an 

additional polymer to the same mould in different stages (as portrayed in Figure 14) for the purpose 

of creating a product with unique inner and outer phases. The characteristic morphology of these 

parts should result in stress-transfer behaviour between two polymers that is different than that 

 
 

Figure 13. Basic hydraulic injection moulding machine setup used to manufacture single-shot plastic products. 
(not to scale; arrows indicate directions of motion) 
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observed with conventional polymer blends when observing response to mechanical testing. This 

premise is the basis of this investigation and will require a solid grasp of foundational knowledge 

regarding the procedural setup and general theory behind co-injection.  

 

Also referred to as sandwich moulding, the procedure begins by partially filling the mould cavity 

with a portion of exterior, or skin, polymer. Secondly, the interior material is added; it will inject into 

the first polymer and disperse it. Ideally, the first polymer will form a thin, uniform layer against the 

walls of the mould as it is pushed all the way to the far ends of the void. Lastly, a final dose of 

exterior plastic is added to fully encase the interior material. The final structure is one object 

possessing unique skin and core components [157].  

 

The biggest influence on the performance of this procedure is the viscosity ratio between the 

materials involved. This variable is critical to the dispersion stage (when core material is added). If 

the skin polymer is too thin, comparatively, the core injection will burst through it rather than 

maintaining a mould-coating front before it; if the skin material is too viscous, it forms an 

 
 

Figure 14. Stages of simple, two-material co-injection moulding product formation. 
[Left] First, a shot of skin material (red) enters the mould; [Middle] second, core material (blue) is injected into the 
skin material, pushing it forward and causing the skin to coat the mould cavity walls; [Right] lastly, a final injection 
of skin fills the mould to completion and seals the core. 
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inconsistent and excessively thick exterior layer [158]. Prior to co-injection moulding, rheological 

analysis of the materials involved is necessary to establish operating parameters for successful 

samples.   

 

Co-injection is advantageous in manufacturing if it can be performed effectively. Achieving similar 

layered effects without co-injection requires conventional lamination or coating processes which 

require extra time and equipment [159].  Layering materials through co-injection creates a final 

product with combined, balanced properties, similar to the effects achieved through extrusion 

blending with the potential to save on processing steps and equipment. This ability is not just 

reserved for mechanical properties, but can also be applied to aesthetics. Recycled plastics and 

fibrous materials can have an unpleasantly rough look or feel to them; co-injection can hide these 

elements beneath a smooth, or even soft, finishing skin. Co-injection has been successfully applied 

to products like computer casings, buckets, car parts, and more [157].  

 

Despite these functional qualities, little research has been done investigating the application of co-

injection using bioplastics. However, a few studies showed a promising ability fof co-injection 

moulding to help improve mechanical properties like impact strength. In work by Kunyu et al., 

brittle biocomposite material was encased in a tough polybutylene succinate/polybutyrate skin; 

impact resistance was more than doubled in both notched and unnotched tests [15]. Coating a brittle 

blend of polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) and poly trimethylene terephthalate (PTT) in a similar 

skin resulted in a product with intermediate mechanical properties; this included impact strength 

several times greater than that of PBT/PTT blend alone [160]. 
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Finally, natural fibre composites can have a rough, cardboard-like appearance to them. A coating of 

PCL can help give biocomposite products a conventionally smooth and plastic surface aesthetic that 

will help to make them more readily accepted by consumers [126].  

 

2.9.1 Influence of Operating Parameters 

The successful fabrication of a co-injection product is dependent on the complex flow interactions 

of the two materials being processed. This flow behaviour is influenced by many processing 

conditions. A poor co-injection operating parameter setup will result in products that possess an 

uneven distribution of layers; this could manifest, for example, as short core advancement or 

breakthrough (see Figure 15). The factors that influence co-injection skin and core formation have 

been investigated using conventional materials like polyethylene, polypropylene, and polystyrene, 

and the results of these studies are described in the following sections. 

 

2.9.2 Viscosity Ratio 

The most directly influential factor on co-injection formation is viscosity (η), as indicated by Young 

et al.’s foundational work from 1980. The viscosity ratio (R), designated as the viscosity of core 

material over the viscosity of skin, or: 

 𝑅𝑅 =  
η𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
η𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

 (1) 

was observed to control skin thickness, core shape, and core advancement through the analysis of 

part formation using a variety of common polymer combinations with measured viscosity values. In 

most cases, determining the in situ viscosity of a given material under the shear stresses of 

processing equipment is very difficult; functionally, zero-shear viscosity (η0) is a much easier 

property to measure. This was identified as an equally good indicator of co-injection success.  
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 𝑅𝑅0 =  
η0 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

η0 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
 

(2) 

Researchers were able to establish under what conditions good formation occurred. This was 

achieved by preparing samples using various grades of polypropylene, polystyrene, and polyethylene 

in both core and skin shots and measuring cross sections of broad, flat, centre-gated samples. 

Complete, even encapsulation of the core within an intact skin was achieved for samples produced 

with zero-shear viscosity ratios ranging from 0.5 to 5, with the greatest uniformity observed between 

1.5 and 2.0. Generally, good co-injection morphology is achieved when the core is approximately 

twice as thick as the skin material; straying too far from these ideal conditions in either direction 

results in uneven distribution of materials or core material breaking through the skin (see Figure 15). 

Similar results were obtained from end-gated mould samples [158]. The effect of varying material 

viscosities was also seen in other works, resulting in uneven skin and breakthrough when viscosity 

differences were too extreme [15], [159], [161], [162].  

 

2.9.3 Melt Temperature 

Managing the viscosity ratio of co-injection is not limited to merely the selection of particular core 

and skin materials. The viscosity of a given polymer melt (or any other fluid) can be manipulated by 

a number of other factors. One of the most obvious influences is the parameter that has achieved 

the melted state in the first place: temperature. Gomes et el. varied the processing temperature of a 

polypropylene core in their co-injection study, estimating that a variation of 40 °C resulted in a range 

of viscosity ratio values from 0.98 to 1.4. Higher temperatures resulted in a lower viscosity ratio, 

which achieved longer, more even core formation [12]. Similar results were reported in another 

analysis involving a more complex, thin-walled bowl mould design [163]. Selden also observed that 

increasing core material temperature resulted in a longer, thinner core. Increasing skin temperature 
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had the opposite effect, as would be expected based on ηSKIN’s inverse relationship with R depicted 

in (1; generally, variations of core temperature has a greater impact on measurements than skin 

temperature, though this will be dependent on the unique polymer combinations selected for any 

given product [164].  

 

2.9.4 Mould Temperature 

Related to the subject of thermal energy, cooling also plays a role in managing viscosity ratios in co-

injection applications. Moulds are generally designed with internal water channels to quickly bring 

molten plastics down to solid, manageable temperatures. However, colder mould temperatures have 

the potential to cool polymers too quickly and alter melt viscosities before co-injection is complete; 

this is particularly relevant to the skin material, which enters first and is in direct contact with the 

mould walls. R. Selden observed that hotter mould temperatures maintained lower skin viscosity 

 

 
Figure 15. Example formations of skin (red) and core (blue) phases in simple, two-material co-injection moulded products. 
Short core advancement (left) and breakthrough (right) are undesirable compared to a long, even, fully encapsulated core 
formation (middle); relation of formation quality to zero-shear viscosity ratio (R0) is noted above bars. 
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levels, resulting in samples with shorter, thicker cores [164]. On the other hand, moulds that were 

too cold began solidifying skin material too quickly, resisting core advancement too much lead to 

uneven  and leading to breakthrough [15], [158]. G. Akay preferred hotter moulds, reporting that the 

fluidity of the skin allowed for turbulent conditions at the skin-core interface that produced 

adhesion-improving interlocking of phases [159]. However, hot-mould samples produced in the 

Bioproducts Discovery and Development Centre in Guelph, Ontario seemed to suggest that in 

some cases the poor skin integrity of hot-mould co-injection causes the skin to be swept up into the 

advancing core, ruining encapsulation [15]. As is often the case, an optimal, intermediate mould 

temperature must be found to facilitate each unique co-injection scenario [158]. Finally, it was 

considered that polymer heat transfer rates should also be influential when it came to mould 

temperature discussions, but no data was found presenting detailed analysis of this subject. 

 

2.9.5 Injection Speed 

Core-skin formation is also dependent on injection speed. The rate at which material is injected into 

the mould influences the duration of the actual co-injection process, thereby limiting the change in 

viscosity resulting from exposure to the cold mould. As a result of the indirect influence this has on 

viscosity ratio, it would be expected that faster injection would product co-injection samples with 

shorter, thicker cores while slow injection would produce long, thin cores. This trend held true in a 

number of practical experiments [159], [161], [163]–[165]. The ability of high injection speeds to 

prevent breakthrough is described as quite dramatic in G. Akay’s work, reporting that even in cases 

of very viscous skin materials high injection speeds can induce full encapsulation [159]. Illinca et al. 

proposed that high injection rates resulted in shear heat. Forces exerted on flowing polymers 

through the injection cavity could serve to thin polymer melts beyond their preliminary injected state 

[165]. High speed co-injection was also observed to promote interfacial interlocking at the core-skin 
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interface [159], and increasing the speed of skin material was noted to be more influential than core 

speed [165]. 

 

2.9.6 Injection Volume 

Regardless of viscosity ratio, the most basic, direct approach to influencing content in co-injection 

products is to vary the relative quantities of skin and core material injected. Raising the core-skin 

volume ratio will deliver more core material into the mould, resulting in a longer, wider core and 

thinner skin; more skin content will present more of an obstacle for the core, and results will be 

reversed. However, excessive core can easily advance through limited skin too quickly, resulting in 

breakthrough. To facilitate higher core content co-injection, proper management of all previously 

mentioned parameters is necessary to achieve the perfect balance of thin, durable skin [12], [15], 

[161]–[166]. Depending on the materials and equipment selected, it may not be possible to achieve 

co-injection content ratios with very high core content.  

 

2.9.7 Fillers 

In some cases, fillers have been identified as beneficial additions to the co-injection process. 

Materials loaded with short glass fibres [126], [159], [167], [168], nanoclay [12], carbon fibre [167], 

[168], and miscanthus fibres [15] have all been investigated  in co-injection applications. Fibres were 

identified as beneficial in terms of promoting interfacial interlocking to theoretically enhance 

adhesion between the core and skin phases [159]. Mixing nanoclay or a styrene-ethylene-butadiene-

styrene copolymer compatibilizer into a polypropylene core material was mechanically tested to 

improve adhesion between it and a polystyrene skin, though the effectiveness of either filler was 

dependent on processing temperatures [12]. 
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Chapter 3 :   Research Problem 

Polylactic acid (PLA) is a strong candidate as an “environmentally friendly” substitute for 

petroleum-based plastic applications; however, this corn-based, biodegradable polymer lacks 

mechanical performance compared to similar conventional materials [169]. Blending, filler additions, 

compatibilizer treatments, and plasticizer additions are all strategies that have been investigated as 

means to better improve PLA toughness, with varying degrees of success and benefits (see Section 

2.3.2 Toughening Strategies). One particularly popular strategy for PLA toughening involves 

blending with polycaprolactone.  

 

PCL is a petroleum-based biodegradable plastic whose characteristic durability complements PLA’s 

brittle strength well in theory [16], [121]. However, to achieve any significant improvement of 

toughness via PLA-PCL blend systems, PCL content often needs to be quite high. Several 

researchers report improved elongation and impact resistance only once blends contain 50% or 

greater PCL content. Dramatic loss of PLA’s strength and stiffness was also noted in mixtures with 

PCL content greater than 50% [19], [25]. Additionally, high PCL content diminishes the biobased 

content of the resulting material and makes the final product more expensive. It would be desirable 

to improve on PLA-PCL systems such that toughness was achieved but at a lesser cost to strength, 

stiffness, and biobased content.  

 

Co-injection moulding is an uninvestigated modification strategy for PLA and is a potential means 

to boost mechanical performance of a two-plastic system. Also known as sandwich moulding, this 

process could be used to encase a core of PLA in an additional polymer skin, allowing for an 

interplay of skin and core mechanical properties different to that of other polymer combination 

methods, such as blending [126].  
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The mechanical success of polymer blends is dependent on the miscibility and compatibility of the 

multi-phased system. Miscibility refers to the ability of polymers to mix together. PLA and PCL are 

immiscible; when blended together, they do not combine into a truly homogenous product. Instead, 

they will form separate, microscopically distinct phases intermingled into a final product. In the case 

of blends with low PCL quantities (<50%), PCL exists as spherical “island” particles dispersed in a 

PLA matrix or “sea” (refer to Figure 16) [21].  

 

Compatibility describes the adhesion and stress-transfer abilities between two blended polymers. 

While interfacial tension measurements between PLA and PCL blend phases has led to the 

assessment that these two plastics are generally compatible [23], dramatic losses in tensile 

performance and failure to improve toughness in many literature cases indicate a distinct lack of 

compatibility between PLA and PCL and a need for a better design of the PLA-PCL combined 

material system.  

 

Co-injection may be able to reduce the mechanical shortcomings of a mechanically mixed PLA/PCL 

product brought about by the poor adhesion between the domain and matrix phases. The design of 

PLA/PCL blends results in a high amount of surface area between the two polymer phases creating 

a large footprint dependent on adhesion and stress-transfer abilities that have previously been 

identified as relatively poor (see to Figure 16). Co-injection, however, minimizes the interfacial area, 

reducing the potential for poor adhesion to present problems. Additionally, the two polymer phases 

remain distinct; tough PCL would be continuous rather than dispersed, and strong PLA would not 

be riddled with weaker material. These morphological differences could prove mechanically 

advantageous. 
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Figure 16. Simplified examples of PLA (yellow) and PCL (red) combination materials with low (<50%) PCL 
content. PCL forms spherical domains in a PLA matrix in a blend, while PCL forms an encapsulating skin around a 
PLA core in a co-injection moulded product. 
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If a PCL-encapsulated PLA product successfully provides a sound, tougher final product, PLA’s 

ability to be used for commercial purposes would be expanded. Replacing greater quantities of 

durable, petroleum-based polymers with biodegradable, partly biobased PLA/PCL co-injection 

products should save energy, reduce landfill contributions, and minimize greenhouse gas emissions, 

playing an important part in developing a greener and more sustainable future [170].   

 

3.1 Objectives  

It is the intent of this study to investigate the application of co-injection as a processing technique to 

enhance the functionality of bioplastics. Co-injection operating parameters will be investigated and 

evaluated based on phase development in a complex mould geometry utilizing a combination of a 

polylactic acid core and a polycaprolactone skin. This analysis will be used to develop a high-PLA 

content co-injection procedure. The co-injection products will be evaluated mechanically against a 

comparable, uniform blend to assess the benefits of co-injection versus conventional processing 

methods. The ideal co-injection product will maximize improvement of impact strength of PLA 

while minimizing the loss of tensile and flexural strength and stiffness, as well as biobased content. 

 

3.2 Hypothesis 

To assess whether or not the novel processing strategy of co-injection will be a positive 

development in PLA-PCL combination materials design, this research will be focused on evaluating 

the following hypotheses: 

 

1. It is possible to make a co-injection moulding product possessing a PLA core and PCL skin 
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Thermal characterization of materials, rheological analysis of zero-shear viscosity values, and 

literature review of academic co-injection research will all be used to guide the selection of operating 

parameters that should produce a co-injection product using these bioplastics. Success will be 

evaluated based on key factors including full encapsulation, core presence, and core advancement 

through the test bar sections of the full, combined mould geometry to be used. 

 

2. A PLA and PCL co-injection product can be made in a complex mould geometry 

Co-injection moulding using PLA and PCL will be carried out in a mould cavity possessing several 

right-angle bends, branching runners, and three final product zones possessing different shapes and 

sizes. The ability for co-injection to be performed in a mould of this complexity will be assessed on 

the uniformity of material flow and phase development in these three test bar regions of the mould. 

 

3. A PLA/PCL co-injection product will possess mechanical properties greater than those 

observed for a similar PLA/PCL blend product, with emphasis on impact strength 

To investigate the potential performance benefits of co-injection products, mechanical testing will 

be conducted on both co-injected test bars and test bars made from blends with comparable 

PLA:PCL content ratios. Standard test procedures will be followed and will evaluate the materials 

according to tensile, flexural, and impact performance, as is typical and available for research such as 

this. Results of these tests should show how the unique morphology of co-injection moulded 

products responds to mechanical stress and whether or not the behaviour involved is more robust 

than blended materials.  
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4. PLA/PCL co-injection products will promote greater biobased content compared to blend 

products possessing similar mechanical performance 

Co-injection moulding operating parameters will be investigated to determine how these procedural 

elements influence the development of skin and core phases in co-injection products. The insights 

from this analysis will be used to create a new procedure aimed at maximizing biobased PLA 

content. This new product will be used in mechanical analysis compared to blends with similar 

PLA:PCL content ratios.  
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Chapter 4 :   Experimental Section 

4.1 Materials 

For this study, Ingeo™ 3251D polylactic acid was acquired from NatureWorks LLC in Nebraska, 

USA. CAPA® 6500 polycaprolactone was supplied by Perstorp’s Ohio, USA facilities. Both polymer 

grades are specifically described by their manufacturers as being suitable for injection moulding 

applications [16], [121]. 

 

4.2 Drying 

Prior to any processing, both polymers were dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 55 °C and -85 kPa 

pressure to limit the potential for thermal degradation during high-heat treatments. This procedure 

more than satisfies the recommendations provided by NatureWorks for the drying of PLA [16], and 

successful drying was confirmed using a Denver Instruments IR 35 moisture analyzer. The relatively 

low temperature was selected to preserve PLA molecular weight from excessive chain scission linked 

with heat exposure [143] and to accommodate PCL’s low melt temperature [121]. 

 

4.3 Rheology 

Co-injection moulding is highly dependent on the viscosity of the materials being processed (refer to 

Section 2.9.2 Viscosity Ratio). Furthermore, polymer viscosity is dependent on melt temperature. 

Therefore, to facilitate the planning of a PLA/PCL co-injection procedure, rheological analysis was 

performed to determine the zero-shear viscosity values of these materials; this data could then be 

used to develop further experiments and co-injection procedures.  

 

Using a rotational Anton Par MCR 302 modular compact rheometer, samples of dried PLA and 

PCL were analyzed using a 25 mm diameter parallel-plate setup. Viscosity curves were obtained via 
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shear ramp tests across a range of constant temperatures: from 170 °C to 210 °C by 10 °C 

increments for PLA, and from 140 °C to 220 °C by 20 °C increments for PCL. Zero-shear viscosity 

values were determined by applying the Carreau-Yasuda model to the data via Rheoplus software. 

The Carreau-Yasuda model was selected for this analysis as it fit the observed data better than all 

other models (e.g. Cross, Arrhenius, Carreau, etc.) according to R2 values and directly provides a 

zero-shear viscosity value in its formula.  

 

4.4 Processing 

Materials were single- and co-injection moulded in order to form them into test bars for comparable 

characterization. In the case of blends, extrusion was necessary as a preliminary step to mix 

polymers prior to part formation; for non-blends, extrusion was not performed.  

 

4.4.1 Extrusion 

To evaluate the benefits of co-injection over conventional blending, blends of PLA and PCL were 

prepared using a Leistritz Micro 27 co-rotating twin-screw extruder with a screw length-to-diameter 

ratio (L/D) of 48 (see Figure 17). Stock pellets of neat polymers were hand mixed in 50:50 %w and 

60:40 %w ratios (PLA:PCL) and fed into the machine using an automatic hopper. The extruder was 

equipped with eleven heating zones as well as a heated die; see Table 1 for operating temperature 

details. Pellets were fed into the machine at a rate of 10 kg/hr, and screw rotation speed was set to 

60 rpm. A three-hole die formed the material into rods, which were immediately cooled in a water 

bath, suction dried, pelletized, and finally dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 55 °C and -85 kPa.  

 

It is worthwhile to note that the temperature profile selected was determined by trial-and-error to be 

the most functional setup for the processing of PLA/PCL blends. For combinations with a PCL 
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content of greater than 20%, higher temperatures and screw rotation speeds resulted in low melt 

strength and excessive die-swell that prevented the formation of extruded rods. Refer to Section 

2.7.6 for insight into the operating conditions considered during this trial-and-error period  

 

  

 
 

Figure 17. Photograph of Leistritz extruder used for the preparation of polylactic acid and polycaprolactone blends. 
 

 

Table 1. Lesitritz co-rotating twin screw extruder heating zone temperatures used for the preparation of polylactic 
acid and polycaprolactone blends. Screw speed was 60 rpm, with a feed rate of 10 kg/hr 

 

Heating Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Die 

Temperature (°C) 175 175 175 175 170 160 155 150 150 150 150 145 

Direction of flow  ──────> 
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4.4.2 Injection Moulding 

Formation of single-shot injection and co-injection moulding products was carried out in a mould 

which possessed the cavity geometry portrayed in Figure 18. This design simultaneously produces a 

flexural test bar, an Izod-type impact test bar, and a Type-IV tension test specimen according to 

ASTM standard dimensions [171]–[173]. The cavity and mould sprue contain approximately 26 cm3 

of volume. 

 

All injection moulding was performed using an Arburg Allrounder 370S 77 ton injection moulder 

(see Figure 19); this machine was equipped with two injection units and two connecting hot runners 

housed in an interval platen to facilitate co-injection. Figure 20 portrays the configuration of 

individual system components producing a co-injection product; in the case of single-shot injection 

moulding, as used for neat and blended polymers, only the “Injection Unit 1” barrel and path was 

utilized.  

 

Single-shot injection moulding operating parameters are listed in Table 2. A lower melt temperature 

was selected for neat PCL compared to other materials to facilitate a faster cooling time due to its 

low melt temperature [121]. Holding conditions, both in regards to pressure and time, were tailored 

to the needs of each individual material so as to achieve the best consistency when filling the mould; 

as a result, slight variation exists between each material procedure. Cooling times were similarly 

diverse to accommodate automatic release of parts from the mould.  
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Figure 18. Mould geometry used in the production of single-shot and co-injection moulded test bars. 
[Top Left] Mould geometry with dimensions (in millimetres), with test bars sized according to ASTM standards D638, 
D790, and D256; the entry point is portrayed by the central circle, runners are “fully round,” and test bars are 
rectangular, machined to a depth of 3.2 mm;  
[Right] Photograph of moveable half of mould with cavity;  
[Bottom Left] Example part fabricated using the test bar mould. 
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Table 2. Single-shot injection moulding operating parameters for neat polymer and blend procedures 
 

 Procedure Parameters 

Material PLA PCL 
60:40 

PLA/PCL 
Blend 

50:50 
PLA/PCL 

Blend 

Injection Unit 1 Melt Ramp 
Temperatures (°C) 

H
ea

tin
g 

Z
on

e 

1 160 100 160 160 

2 165 110 165 165 

3 170 120 170 170 

4 175 130 175 175 

5 180 140 180 180 

Hot Runner Temperature (°C) 180 140 180 180 

Injection Speed (cm3/s) 20 10 40 40 

Holding Pressure (bar) 600 400 450 300 

Holding Time (s) 15 15 25 25 

Mould Temperature (°C) 20 20 20 20 

Remaining Cooling Time (s) 20 90 60 60 

Approximate Cycle Time (s) 40 115 90 90 
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Co-injection was carried out according to a “sandwich moulding” procedure involving three 

alternating “shots” of material (skin-core-skin) of selected volumes. PCL skin material was loaded 

into Injection Unit 1 (Figure 20) and delivered the first and third shots of material to the mould, 

then applied holding pressure (and delivered associated volume); Injection Unit 2 was loaded with 

PLA core material and dispensed its material during the intermediate second shot. The volumes and 

injection speeds of each of these three injections were selected depending on the desires of any 

given procedure. Holding pressure and time were also varied for each procedure to achieve an 

additional 2 cm3 “holding injection volume” to ensure total final injected volumes of 26 cm3. To 

preserve this volume as best as possible, dosing of new material into injection barrels was delayed by 

at least 30 seconds to reduce any potential influence of dosing pressure on the moulded part; it also 

served to aid the removal of parts from the mould and reduced the potential for in-barrel thermal 

degradation. The operating parameters for the reference co-injection procedure, dubbed “BASE,” 

are outlined in Table 3, and variations to this procedure are described in the next section.  

 

Similar to analyses performed by Ilinca et al., a “step” analysis was also performed on the BASE 

procedure by halting the co-injection process prematurely at several incremental stages 

(approximately 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100%v) [165], [174]. These incomplete injections were scanned, 

dissected, and measured to identify the advancement of skin and core phases as each step. Average 

representations of these parts were recreated graphically.  
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Figure 19. Photograph of Arburg injection moulding machine used for test bar production. 
 

 
 
Figure 20. Co-injection moulding setup depicting system components (not to scale) and complete co-injection 
sample formation. 
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Table 3. Operating parameter details used in reference co-injection moulding procedure (“BASE”). 
 

Parameter Value  Parameter Value 

Skin Material PCL  Injection 3 [Skin] Speed 40 cm3/s 

Core Material PLA  Holding Time 20 s 

Skin Melt Temperature 200 °C *  Holding Pressure 400 bar 

Core Melt Temperature 180 °C **  Resulting Holding Volume 2 cm3  

Injection 1 [Skin] Volume 14.12 cm3  Additional Cooling Time 65 s 

Injection 2 [Core] Volume 5.88 cm3  Mould Temperature 20 °C 

Injection 3 [Skin] Volume 4 cm3  Delayed Dose Time 62 s 

Injection 1 [Skin] Speed 40 cm3/s  Total Run Time 90 s 

Injection 2 [Core] Speed 40 cm3/s  Total Injected Volume 26 cm3 

 * Skin Melt Ramp in Injection Unit 1: 100-140-170-190-200 °C 
** Core Melt Ramp in Injection Unit 2: 160-170-175-180 °C 
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4.5 Design of Co-Injection Experiment 

To evaluate the influence of operating conditions on the development of co-injection products, 

several key parameters were investigated; these included skin melt temperature, skin injection speed, 

core injection speed, and “Set Core Ratio.” Set Core Ratio was defined as the volumetric percentage 

of the core injection out of the combined volume of the first skin and core injections, i.e.: 

 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 =  
𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 2

𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 1 + 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 2
 (3) 

 
𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆: V1 = volume of “Injection 1” (out of three) in the 

 co-injection process, being PCL skin material 
V2 = volume of “Injection 2” (out of three) in the  
co-injection process, being PLA core material 

This variable was controlled through volume settings in the Arburg injection moulder programming. 

The second injection of skin material, “Injection 3 Volume,” was not included in the calculation of 

this parameter as it was considered to contribute negligible amounts of material to the total volume 

of the final test bars (see Figure 14); visual analysis of test bars produced confirmed this.  

 

High and low variations for each of these parameters were carried out, similar to experimental 

designs observed in literature [15], [163], [165]; see Table 4 for details. Skin melt temperature options 

were selected based on insights gained through rheological analysis on the subject of zero-shear 

viscosity (refer to Section 2.9.2 Viscosity Ratio for more insights). Injection speeds were chosen to 

cover as broad a range as possible, taking into account speed conducted in literature experiments 

[159] and limitations of the Arburg machine. 
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Samples of each variation were subjected to content analysis, outlined in the next section. The trends 

identified through this data would provide the basis to develop an “optimized” procedure, where 

operating conditions would be selected with the intent to maximize core content and advancement 

through the moulded part; this investigation is covered in Section 5.4 High PLA Content Procedure.  

  

Table 4. Operating parameters of interest and their variations for the co-injection moulding procedure parameter 
investigation (yellow highlights variations to BASE procedure). 
 

Variation 
Skin Melt 

Temperature (°C) 
Skin Injection 
Speed (cm3/s) 

Core Injection 
Speed (cm3/s) 

Set Core Ratio 

BASE 200 40 40 0.294 

1   180 * 40 40 0.294 

2      220 ** 40 40 0.294 

3 200 10 40 0.294 

4 200 100 40 0.294 

5 200 40 10 0.294 

6 200 40 70 0.294 

7 200 40 40 0.328 

8 200 40 40 0.260 

* Skin Melt Ramp in Injection Unit 1: 100-130-155-170-180 °C 
** Skin Melt Ramp in Injection Unit 1: 100-150-190-210-220 °C 
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4.6 Content Analysis 

It was necessary to determine the PLA and PCL content of single-shot and co-injected test bars for 

the purposes of evaluating the influence of co-injection operating parameters on phase formation 

and to evaluate whether or not blended and co-injected products could be legitimately compared 

mechanically based on similar polymer ratios. Samples were measured in an Alfa Mirage MD-300S 

electronic densimeter. For neat and blended materials, five samples of mixed test bar types were 

evaluated; for co-injected samples, five samples of each bar type were measured. Density (ρ) values 

from neat polymer specimens were used to calculate the mass percentages (%m) of PLA and PCL in 

co-injected and blended variants using the following relationships: 

 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =
𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 + 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
 (4) 

 which can be rearranged to  

 %𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  
𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∙ (𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆)
𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∙ (𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆) (5) 

 and  

 %𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 =  
𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 ∙ (𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)
𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∙ (𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 − 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) (6) 

𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆: ρSAMPLE  = densimeter measured density of test bar 
ρPLA  = densimeter measured density of neat PLA 
ρPCL  = densimeter measured density of neat PCL 
mSAMPLE  = mass of test bar 
mPLA  = mass of PLA in test bar 
mPCL  = mass of PCL in test bar 
%mPLA  = mass fraction of test bar that is PLA 
%mPCL  = mass fraction of test bar that is PCL 

 

Special treatment was performed in the case of the “High PLA Content” specimens. The presence 

of minor breakthrough and the desire to focus on mechanically relevant sections of the test bars led 
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assessment of the content ratios of these bars to be limited to select central portions of the bars. For 

details on the bases for these trimmed sections, refer to Figure 21. 

 

Visual analysis was also performed in order to determine changes in morphology. Co-injected 

samples were scanned at 600 dpi using a Toshiba e-STUDIO 2450 scanner. ImageJ software was 

used to process the high-quality images. Contrast was increased to improve observability of the core-

skin interface and core lengths were measured and recorded; these computer-aided results matched 

those obtained by hand measurements. Five samples of each bar type were evaluated for each co-

injected variation.  

 

Cross sections of samples were obtained by cutting test bars with a band saw at both trim and 

centerlines (see Figure 21) and scanning and measuring them as above; skin thickness, bar area, and 

core area data were observed; from this data, mass-based content ratios were calculated for the 

observed planes. Five samples of each bar type were evaluated for the “High PLA Content” co-

injected variation. The formulae for determining mass-based content ratios based on cross section 

imagery are presented in Equations (7) through (9). 

 

 %𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  
� 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

∙ ℓ0 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆�

� 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

∙ ℓ0 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆�+ � 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

∙ ℓ0 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆�
 (7) 

 . . . which can be simplified to:  

 %𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  
1

1 + 𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆
𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

� 1
%𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

− 1�
 (8) 

 and:  
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 %𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 =  1 − %𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (9) 

 
𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆: 

 
APLA  = area of PLA core measured from cross section imagery 
APCL  = area of PCL skin measured from cross section imagery 
ATOTAL  = area of test bar measured from cross section imagery 
 ℓ0  = length term indicating thickness of cross section plane, where  ℓ0 → 0 
%APLA  = average ratio of core area out of total test bar cross sectional area 
ρPLA  = densimeter measured density of neat PLA test bars 
ρPCL  = densimeter measured density of neat PCL test bars 

 

Additional microscopy observation was performed using a Phenom ProX scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) to provide insight towards interphase conditions of co-injected samples. Images 

were created from cross sections of “High PLA Content” co-injection variation notched Izod 

specimens after impact testing. 

 

It is worth noting that visual analysis efforts were initially planned to include the aid of food 

colouring for the purpose of enhancing contrast between the skin and core layers. Preliminary trials 

were made where green dye was hand mixed with the PLA material (up to 30 drops per kg of PLA) 

prior to addition to the Arburg injection moulding machine hopper. However, the inclusion of food 

colouring was correlated to the formation of bubbles beneath the skin layer of the co-injection 

products. These bubbles could develop to dime-sized bumps and some were even prone to 

spontaneous bursting. It was theorized that acetic acid in the food colouring was degrading into CO2 

gas and creating these swellings. In the case of this research, the use of colouring agents for visual 

analysis enhancement was abandoned. 
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4.7 Testing and Characterization 

Samples produced via single-shot injection and co-injection moulding were characterized to evaluate 

their thermal and mechanical properties. Prior to any testing of injection moulded specimens, 

sample bars were subjected to an ASTM D618 standard conditioning period of 40 hours minimum 

at 23 °C and 50% humidity.  

  

Impact bar: trimmed 22 mm from centre 
(the distance from centre to pendulum strike point [172]) 

 
 

Tensile bar: trimmed 31 mm from centre 
(the distance from centre to grips [171]) 

 
 

Flexural bar: trimmed 26 mm from centre 
(the distance from centre to specimen support [173]) 

 
 

Figure 21. Co-injection moulded test bars with trim lines indicating central (- - -) and offset (·····) 
locations for cross sections for skin and core phase content analysis; includes measurements and 
justifications of offset line location selection based on ASTM standard D638, D790, D256, and D 
4812 mechanical testing procedures. 
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4.7.1 Thermal Characterization 

Neat polymers were analyzed using thermal analysis equipment for a range of properties to help 

determine operating parameters for processing equipment as well as evaluate the potential for useful 

comparisons between neat, blended, and co-injected samples. 

 

Thermogravimetric Analysis 

A TA Instruments Q500 machine was used to perform thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on PLA 

and PCL. Small samples of these plastics were heated at a rate of 10 °C/min in a nitrogen (N2) 

atmosphere from room temperature to 600 °C. Three samples of mass 40±5 mg were tested for 

both materials.  

 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Melt temperatures (Tm), glass transition temperatures (Tg), and temperatures of crystallization (Tc) of 

neat polymers were determined using a TA Instruments Q200 Differential Scanning Calorimeter 

(DSC). Three samples of both PLA and PCL were exposed to heat-cool-heat ramp cycles ranging 

from COLD to HOT; samples were 7±2 g and were processed using Tzero aluminum pans. 

 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

A three-point bending clamp with a span of 50 mm was used in a TA Instruments Q800 Dynamic 

Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) to determine the heat deflection temperature of PLA and PCL. Three 

injection moulded bars with dimensions 3.2 mm × 12.7 mm × 63.5 mm were tested for both neat 

PLA and PCL under a constant load ranging from 0.75 to 0.80 N (calculated via Equation (10)) and 

heated from 30 to 50s°C at a rate of 2 °C/min to a percent strain of 0.1889°; this procedure was 
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designed to recreate the parameters described in ASTM D648 as closely as possible using the 

available equipment.  

 

 𝐹𝐹 =  
2
3
𝜎𝜎 �

𝑇𝑇2𝑊𝑊
𝐿𝐿 � (10) 

 
𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆: 𝜎𝜎  =  0.455 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅, 𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑆𝑆 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,    

 𝑇𝑇  =  𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚),  
 𝑊𝑊 =  𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆ℎ (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚),  
 𝐿𝐿  = 50 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑆𝑆 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆ℎ, 

 
Thermomechanical Analysis 

Thermomechanical anlaysis (TMA) was performed to test for the coefficient of linear thermal 

expansion (CLTE) using a Q400 machine from TA Instruments. A glass, flat-tipped probe was used 

to detect expansion of flat, parallel surfaced samples cut from injection moulded test bars as they 

were heated from 25 °C to 55 °C at a rate of 2 °C/min. Three samples of each polymer were to be 

tested.  

 

4.7.2 Mechanical Characterization 

Mechanical testing is a common means to evaluate the functionality of a plastic material. Exposing it 

to standardized lab-scale stresses provides a relative interpretation for how it will function in 

product applications on the consumer market. For test bar dimensions, refer to Figure 18.  

 

Tensile Properties 

The ASTM D638 Type-IV dumbbell-shaped test bars produced via injection moulding were 

subjected to tensile strain using an Instron Universal Testing Machine (Model 3382). Samples were 

subjected to strain rates of 5 mm/min. For each material variety tested, six specimens were tested. 
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Flexural Properties 

The Instron Universal Testing Machine was also utilized for three-point bending tests according to 

ASTM D790. Based on the flex bar dimensions (12.7 mm × 127 mm × 3.2 mm), a strain rate of 1.4 

mm/min was applied to satisfy the standard procedure. Six samples were prepared and tested for 

each type of material processed. 

 

Impact Resistance 

A pendulum-style Testing Machine Inc. impact tester outfitted with a 5 ft·lb Izod hammer was for 

measuring the impact resistance of polymer specimens. Six 12.7 mm × 63.5 mm × 3.2 mm 

cantilever beams were evaluated for each material according to ASTM D256.  

 

In the case of co-injection moulding specimens, it was identified prior to the research that certain 

considerations may need to be made to accommodate the unique part morphology. Due to the non-

homogenous nature of sandwich moulding products, the commonly-used notched Izod test could 

have proven to be a poor choice for evaluating impact resistance; the cutting required in this 

procedure had the potential to disrupt forces between the skin and core phases making it non-

representative of an intact specimen. As such, reversed notched Izod, and unnotched cantilever 

beam impact tests were selected for additional investigation to provide a broad perspective on the 

changes in impact resistance behaviour observed between specimens. ASTM D256 and D4812 were 

the associated standards for these tests, respectively.  
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4.8 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical evaluation of data was carried out using R software. Simple linear regression modeling was 

performed on the co-injection moulding operating parameter investigation data to determine 

whether or not procedural changes had any significant influence on test bar formation. Content 

analysis and mechanical testing data was assessed using Tukey analysis; pairwise tests identified 

values that were similar or statistically different.  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 22. Instron Universal 
Testing Machine with flexural, 
three-point bending equipment 
installed 

 Figure 23. Instron Universal 
Testing Machine close-up view of 
tensile grips actively testing a co-
injection moulded sample. 

 Figure 24. Testing Machines Inc. 
Impact Tester with 5 ft·lb 
pendulum. 
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Chapter 5 :   Results and Discussion 

5.1 Thermal Analysis 

Neat polymers were analyzed using thermal analysis equipment for a range of properties to help 

determine operating parameters for processing equipment as well as evaluate the potential for useful 

comparisons between neat, blended, and co-injected samples. 

 

5.1.1 Thermal Degradation 

Examples TGA graphs are presented in Figure 25 along with the resulting 5% weight loss 

degradation temperatures (T95%) for both PLA and PCL. This information was combined with 

literature and technical data [16] to provide insight towards upper limit temperatures during melt 

processing (i.e. extrusion and injection moulding). Results were within 10% of those reported in 

literature, which also reported that T95% values in oxygen for PLA and PCL were 320 °C and 275 °C, 

respectively [175]. 

 

5.1.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Melt temperatures, glass transition temperatures, and temperatures of crystallization for both PLA 

and PCL were evaluated using DSC analysis (see Table 5). These values matched those reported in 

technical data [16], [121], except for glass transition temperature for PCL which was not observed. 

Tm points were used to establish lower limits for melt processing temperatures and provide insight 

for practical mould temperatures. Additionally, Tg data were relevant characteristics for other 

thermal analysis, such as TMA and DMA.  
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5.1.3 Heat Deflection Temperature 

Heat deflection temperatures were relatively low for both materials and were the result of 

corresponding thermal properties of the polymers identified previously via DSC (see Table 6). 

Polycaprolactone’s melt temperature (65.4±0.8s°C) and polylactic acid’s glass transition temperature 

(63.3±0.1s°C) both lead to early softening of the plastics. As PLA and PCL possess statistically 

similar HDT values based on a Tukey pairwise analysis, it was considered to be very unlikely that 

investigating samples containing combinations of these two materials would not provide any new or 

interesting changes in material behaviour. Despite the identified need to improve PLA’s HDT 

properties, the co-injection processing strategy itself was considered unlikely to have any positive 

influence. As such, no further HDT testing was carried out. 

 

PLA T95% = 290.2±5.2 °C PCL T95% = 364.8±1.3 °C 

 
 
Figure 25. Example curves for polylactic acid (▬) and polycaprolactone (▬) under TGA analysis with a heat ramp of 
10 °C/min in a N2 atmosphere. Average degradation temperatures at 95% weight remaining (T95%) with one 
standard deviation presented above (n = 3). 
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5.1.4 Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion 

ASTM E831 indicates that CLTE values should be calculated from linear sections of expansion 

curves optimally spanning a range of 100 °C [176]. However, due to the softening of both PLA and 

PCL as a result of their low glass transition and melt temperatures, respectively, performing tests 

over these ranges was impossible. While limited data could be acquired from room temperature (25 

°C) up to 55 °C, it was considered too far from any reasonable semblance of the standard’s 

guidelines, both in regards to temperature span and linearity, to use for any real characterization. As 

such, no values are reported, and no blended or co-injection materials were tested.  

 

5.2 Viscosity Ratio 

Rheological analysis was performed to determine zero-shear viscosity properties of PLA and PCL to 

aid in the development of co-injection moulding procedure operating parameters, namely injection 

barrel temperatures. Shear ramp viscosity curves were obtained for neat PLA and PCL across 

sequences of temperatures selected based on melt temperatures, thermal degradation limits, and 

Table 5. Differential scanning calorimetry glass transition (Tg), melt temperature (Tm), and temperature of 
crystallization (Tc) data for neat PLA and PCL. Averages of three samples are presented with one standard 
deviation. 

 
Material Tg Tm Tc 

PLA 63.3±0.1 °C 171.6±0.2 °C 61.74±0.6 °C 

PCL - 65.4±0.8 °C 24.1±0.3 °C 

 

Table 6. Heat deflection temperatures for neat PLA and PCL identified via thermomechanical analysis. Averages of 
three samples are presented with one standard deviation. Mean values are not statistically different according to 
Tukey pairwise analysis. 

 
Material HDT 

PLA 53.45±0.14 °C 

PCL 53.70±0.57 °C 
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general processability (see Figure 26 and Figure 27). Zero-shear viscosity values were extrapolated 

from the data via the Carreau-Yasuda model and were used to produce zero-shear viscosity estimate 

curves for all temperatures (see Figure 28); the exponential format of the line of best fit was selected 

to achieve an Arrhenius-type equation which was considered relevant on the subject of viscosity. 

These interpolations of PLA and PCL zero-shear viscosity data were used in the preliminary design 

of experiment stages to ensure that a clear, logical, and comprehensive analysis would be achieved 

based on the melt temperatures selected for the following research (refer to Section 4.5 Design of 

Co-Injection Experiment). As a result, it was decided that analysis would be performed using a PLA 

injection melt temperature of 180s°C and PCL melt temperatures of 180, 200, and 220 °C to 

minimize the potential for thermal degradation and maximize the breadth of the viscosity ratio 

covered by the experiment; these PCL temperatures correspond to estimated zero-shear viscosity 

ratio values of 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0, respectively (see Figure 29). The robustness of experimental 

viscosity data was confirmed by its good fit with technical data from Perstorp, as seen in Figure 30. 

 
 

Figure 26. Viscosity curves for neat PLA obtained via rotational rheological analysis of shear ramps performed at 
various temperatures using a 25smm parallel plate setup. Dots [•] represent measured data and lines [–] represent 
applications of the Carreau-Yasuda model 
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Figure 27. Viscosity curves for neat PCL obtained via rotational rheological analysis of shear ramps performed at 
various temperatures using a 25smm parallel plate setup. Dots [•] represent measured data and lines [–] represent 
applications of the Carreau-Yasuda model 
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Figure 28. Zero-shear viscosity trends of neat PLA ( ♦ ) and PCL ( ▲ ) across various melt temperatures. Symbols 
(♦,s▲) represent zero-shear viscosity data points obtained from the application of the Carreau-Yasuda model to 
shear ramp viscosity data gathered via rheological analysis at different temperatures. Lines (    ) indicate Arrhenius-
style equations developed to interpolate zero-shear viscosity estimates based on these data points; equations are 
presented in similarly coloured boxes along with the coefficient of determination (R2).  
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Figure 29. Estimated zero-shear viscosity ratio across various PCL melt temperatures for a fixed PLA melt 
temperature of 180 C based on zero-shear viscosity values previously calculated for both materials; red markers 
and data points indicate PCL melt temperatures (below) and viscosity ratios (above) selected for use in the 
subsequent co-injection operating parameter research. 
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Figure 30. Comparison of PCL viscosity data collected via rheological analysis (●) and that published in company 
(Perstorp) technical literature (●) [121]. Viscosity values presented are those at 10 sec-1 shear rate. Linear trend (   ) 
and associated coefficient of determination (R2) apply to the full set of combined data. 
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5.3 Co-Injection Analysis 

The BASE co-injection procedure was developed using insights derived from thermal 

characterization data (see Section 5.1 Thermal Analysis), rheological analysis (see Section 5.2 

Viscosity Ratio), and literature review of academic research on co-injection moulding (see Section 

2.9 Co-Injection Moulding). This procedure resulted in a dual-phase product that contained skin-

encapsulated core material distributed in all three of the test bars (see Figure 31). The relative core 

length amongst the impact, tensile, and flexural bars could be described as mid-range on average; 

they were positioned as such which allowed for advances and/or retractions of core position 

resulting from variations in operating parameters to be evaluated without any complications 

resulting from having to factor breakthrough or core-less bars into the analysis. This formation was 

well suited for an investigation regarding the influence of operating parameters on phase 

development.  

 

5.3.1 Analysis of Flow in Complex Geometry 

The step analysis of the BASE procedure injection revealed the position of core and skin material at 

incremental stages of the co-injection process. The investigation revealed how mould geometry 

influences the phase formations in individual parts of a multi-part, varied part-shape tool and could 

help lead to better product designs for PLA/PCL co-injection moulded product in the future. 

Approximate graphical representations of the incremental stages of injection produced are displayed 

in Figure 32.  

 

Several noteworthy observations can be made from these images on how the BASE co-injection 

product developed. At the beginning of injection (i.e. 20% filled), the simple flow was delivered 

evenly throughout the mould; down both the flexural path and the impact/tensile path, the material 
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advanced approximately 100 mm. However, once more complex geometries were involved (i.e. 40% 

filled), including a T-junction and three unique test bars, advancement became uneven. Flow 

through the flexural bar was 20 mm further along its path compared to the others. As core material 

began to enter and push the skin ahead from 60% filled to 80%, the phase development appears to 

indicate that the tensile bar received much more PLA compared to the impact bar; the simplest 

explanation for this occurrence is that the relatively small impact bar essentially filled up with PCL 

skin and left limited room for core material.  

 

In addition to the filling process, the resulting shapes of the test bars (as seen in Figure 31 and 

Figure 32-F) can be used to interpret the behaviour of co-injected polymers flowing through a 

complex mould design. For instance, the side-leaning shape of the impact core is characteristic of 

turbulence created by bends in a flow path; the four right-angled changes in direction the material 

takes on its course to the impact bar, three of which are all clockwise shifts, appear to pass influence 

 
 
Figure 31. Example co-injection test bar samples produced via reference “BASE” procedure from operating 
parameter investigation showing position of contained core and encapsulating skin phases. White sections contain 
solely PCL while grey sections indicate PLA core advancement (image contrast adjusted for clarity). Test bar shape 
geometries are based on ASTM standards for mechanical testing: [Top] Impact cantilever beam, ASTM D256 and 
D4812; [Middle] Tensile type-IV “dumbbell” bar, ASTM D638; [Bottom] Flexural beam, ASTM D790. All three 
samples were produced simultaneously via a system of branching runners, as indicated previously (see Figure 18). 
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into the impact test bar and skew the symmetry of its core. Also, the tapered, “featherlike” shape of 

the cores, portrayed distinctly in the flex bar, communicate a change in viscosity ratio (R0) over the 

injection time period. This is, in reality, the case as cooling effects from the chilled mould increase 

the viscosity of the skin material and decrease R0 even over the short filling period (< 1 s).  

  

A) 

 

B) 

 

C) 

 

D) 

 

E) 

 

F) 

 
 

Figure 32. Approximate illustrations of co-injection step analysis samples. Samples were obtained using the reference 
“BASE” procedure of the co-injection operating parameter investigation, involving volumetrically-based premature 
stopping set points to produce a series of interim products. 
 
Red (■) represents PCL skin while PLA core is presented as yellow (■). Mould cavity entrance is indicated by the central 
circle. Note that advancement of material does not imply “fullness” – incomplete step samples possessed sink marks and 
depressions throughout indicating space that could still be filled at a later stage. Paths of material advancement through 
injection mould (- - -) measured for flexural (F), tensile (T), and impact (I) bars indicated in A). 
Volumetric step stages: A) 0%; B) 20%; C) 40%; D) 60%; E) 80%; F) 100% filled. 
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5.3.2 Operating Parameter Investigation 

The influence of operating parameters on the core and skin phase formations of co-injection 

products was evaluated to aid in the development of a new procedure aimed at maximizing the 

biobased PLA content of a PLA/PCL co-injection moulded sample. The density of neat polymers, 

measured via densimeter (see Table 7) and observed to match values reported in technical data [16], 

[121], were different such that they could be used to calculate the PLA:PCL content ratios of 

individual test bars made via the BASE procedure and eight procedure variations.  

 

Additionally, change in core advancement through test bars was also taken to be great enough for 

use as a measurable and relevant data value. The relative length of PLA cores compared to the 

length of respective test bars was utilized as another functional quantity by which to observe the 

influence of procedural modifications. Digital imagery of flexural samples with three levels of Set 

Core Ratio can be seen in Figure 33, with the range of samples portraying differences in core length. 

 

Data collected on these terms (refer to Section 4.6 Content Analysis for procedure and calculation 

details) and the resulting trends are graphically represented in Figures 34 through 41. Statistical 

analysis of trends was performed to determine whether or not operating parameters has a significant 

influence on core development (see Table 9). 

  

Table 7. Density of single-injection moulded neat polymer samples measured via densimeter analysis. Average 
values of six samples with one standard deviation. 

 
Material Density, ρ (g/cm3) 

PLA 1.252±0.001 

PCL 1.143±0.002 
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Influence of Set Core Ratio 

Variations in the Set Core Ratio in the co-injection procedure resulted in changes in the core 

content. The influence that this parameter had on the part formation could be considered the most 

straightforward of all the conditions analyzed. As seen in Figures 34 and 35, when the content ratio 

is low the smaller skin shot presents less of an obstacle for the core to advance through; this allows 

more PLA to enter the bars and travel further. A larger “Injection 1 Volume” skin shot fills bars 

excessively and restricts core advancement. Simple linear regression modeling confirmed that Set 

Core Ratio had a positive influence on core development (see Table 9). 

 
 
Figure 33. Example flex bar samples from co-injection operating parameter investigation of Set Core Ratio 
(contrast adjusted for image clarity); “BASE” procedure variation represents a mid-range Set Core Ratio sample. 
Light areas represent PCL skin, and dark, feather-like shapes portray PLA cores. Injection is from left t right. 
Yellow arrows indicate core length and pink arrow indicates the full flex bar length; these values were used to 
calculate “Relative PLA Core Advancement” data values.  
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Influence of Skin Injection Speed 

The V1 skin injection speed (QPCL) also had a statistically significant, though negative, influence on 

the PLA core mass and length in the test bars (see Figures 36 and 37 and Table 9). Higher speeds 

limited exposure to the cooling effect of the mould, preventing the skin from becoming to viscous 

due to temperature changes. Additionally, high speeds likely shear-thinned the PCL, raising the 

viscosity ratio and decreasing core advancement. Lower QPCL limited shear-thinning and preserved a 

higher skin viscosity; PLA was then “squeezed” further through the mould by the resulting 

resistance.  

 

Influence of Core Injection Speed 

Based on the link between high speed and shear-thinning observed previously with PCL, initial 

hypotheses regarding variations of the core injection speed (QPLA) anticipated that high speed would 

thin PLA, decrease the viscosity ratio, and increase advancement. However, the opposite was 

observed (see Figure 39); the greatest core advancement was observed at the slowest speed and 

dropped with increasing injection speeds. This phenomenon was attributed to fountain flow, where 

polymer injected through a channel freezes against the walls; incoming material travels through the 

centre of the channel, pouring outwards like a fountain around the frozen sections. While the core 

material was the specific subject of speed variations in this part of the analysis, the PCL skin ahead 

of the core was consequentially also subjected to these changes in speed as it was pushed forward 

through the mould. Furthermore, the skin’s contact with the walls exposed it to shear thinning 

instead of the PLA. The result was a pattern of negative core advancement with increasing QPLA 

similar to that seen with QPCL. Nevertheless, the mass content of the core was not significantly 

influenced by changes in core injection speed; regression analysis could not reject a null hypothesis 
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where the influence of this operating parameter on the core content was zero (see Figure 38 and 

Table 9). 

 

Influence of Skin Melt Temperature 

Rising skin melt temperatures (TPCL), based on their estimated, similarly rising zero-shear viscosity 

ratios, were expected to lead to reduced core content and advancement in co-injected samples. 

While this effect can be perceived at least to some degree in the tensile bar content and impact bar 

advancement data depicted in Figures 40 and 41, the effect is visibly limited. Simple linear regression 

modeling confirmed that, however slight, changes in core content and advancement due to varied 

skin melt temperatures were statistically significant in the tensile and impact samples; no significant 

influence was confirmed for the flexural bars, however. It is theorized that the BASE skin and core 

injection speeds of 40 cm3/s may have been too high, leading to shear thinning that confounded the 

influence of temperature on viscosity in this analysis; a more pronounced trend may be observable 

should the investigation be repeated where injection speeds are lower (e.g. 10 cm3/s). Temperature 

was observed to influence core advancement in literature, but variations were more extreme (e.g. 

±50s°C) [165].  

 

5.3.3 Summary 

Co-injection moulding was successfully performed using a PLA core and a PCL skin. This novel 

bioplastic material configuration has otherwise been unrepresented in scientific literature. The BASE 

procedure was able to produce combined parts and test bars that were fully encapsulated and 

delivered core material to all three test bar regions. However, while core advancement was nearly the 

full length of tensile test bars, core advancement through the flexural bar and impact bar sections 

was comparably lacking.  
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The complex design of the mould geometry did appear to lead to varied flow and phase 

development in the difference regions of the cavity, resulting in uneven distribution of skin and core 

materials through the co-injection moulded products. The branching pathways and differently sized 

test bars resulted in tensile, flexural, and impact bars with respectively decreasing PLA core content 

and advancement. This trend persisted no matter how operating parameters were changed. 

 

Changes to the operating parameters of the BASE co-injection procedure led to changes in the 

formation of the PLA core and PCL skin phases of the test bar products created (see Table 8). High 

and low variations of content ratio, injection speed, and melt temperatures were observed to 

increase or decrease core content and/or advancement. In addition to variations in material content 

ratios, shear thinning and differences in cooling time were considered to be the mechanisms driving 

the observed response to parameter changes.  

Table 8. Summary of observed effects of co-injection moulding operating parameters on core development. 
Confirmation of statistical significance of trends was determined using simple linear regression modeling. 

 

Operating Parameter 
When [operating parameter] increases . . . 

Influence on Core Content Influence on Core Advancement 

Set Core Ratio Increases Increases 

Skin Injection Speed Decreases Decreases 

Core Injection Speed No change Decreases 

Skin Melt Temperature 
Slight decrease (Tensile, Impact); 

No change (Flex) 
Slight decrease (Tensile, Impact); 

No change (Flex) 
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Table 9. Simple linear regression statistical analysis of co-injection operating parameter investigation density and 
advancement ratio data. Test bars were evaluated based on their response to Set Core Ratio (SCR), PCL Skin 
Injection Speed (QPCL), PLA Core Injection Speed (QPLA), and PCL Skin Melt Temperature (TPCL) operating parameters. 
The slope (β1) of lines was evaluated against a null hypothesis (H0: β1 = 0) which was accepted or rejected based on 
p-values compared to a significance level of α = 0.05. Coefficient of determination (R2) is also noted. Corresponding 
plots are portrayed in Figure 35 through Figure 41. 

 
Operating 
Parameter 

Measurement Test Bar Slope (β1) β1value H0: β1 = 0   R2 

SCR 

Core  
Content 

Tensile 0.19410  <0.001  REJECT 0.7631 

Flexural 0.14120  <0.001  REJECT 0.6351 

Impact 0.21470  <0.001  REJECT 0.7679 

Core 
Advancement 

Tensile 1.09750  <0.001  REJECT 0.9110 

Flexural 3.33850  <0.001  REJECT 0.8696 

Impact 4.98000  <0.001  REJECT 0.8966 

QPCL 

Core  
Content 

Tensile -0.00024  <0.001  REJECT 0.8376 

Flexural -0.00011  0.002  REJECT 0.4249 

Impact -0.00018  <0.001  REJECT 0.7364 

Core 
Advancement 

Tensile -0.00121  <0.001  REJECT 0.8549 

Flexural -0.00137  0.001  REJECT 0.4512 

Impact -0.00381  <0.001  REJECT 0.7702 

QPLA 

Core  
Content 

Tensile 0.00005  0.122  DO NOT REJECT 0.1274 

Flexural -0.00001  0.689  DO NOT REJECT 0.0091 

Impact -0.00001  0.783  DO NOT REJECT 0.0043 

Core 
Advancement 

Tensile -0.00108  <0.001  REJECT 0.8285 

Flexural -0.00202  <0.001  REJECT 0.6299 

Impact -0.00201  <0.001  REJECT 0.5930 

TPCL 

Core  
Content 

Tensile -0.00013  0.003  REJECT 0.4013 

Flexural -0.00004  0.321  DO NOT REJECT 0.0546 

Impact -0.00010  0.011  REJECT 0.3091 

Core 
Advancement 

Tensile -0.00034  0.009  REJECT 0.3217 

Flexural 0.00104  0.056  DO NOT REJECT 0.1883 

Impact -0.00211  <0.001  REJECT 0.6237 
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Figure 34. Relative PLA core content of tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of combined part 
fabricated via co-injection where Set Core Ratio operating parameter is varied (where “Set Core Ratio” is defined as 
the percentage of core material volume preset to be injected out of the combined volume of the first two shots in 
the basic, three stage skin-core-skin coinjection procedure). Mean data points are presented (n=5) with error bars 
indicating one standard deviation.  
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Figure 35. Relative PLA core advancement through tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of 
combined part fabricated via co-injection where Set Core Ratio operating parameter is varied (where “Set Core 
Ratio” is defined as the percentage of core material volume preset to be injected out of the combined volume of the 
first two shots in the basic, three stage skin-core-skin coinjection procedure). Mean data points are presented (n=5) 
with error bars indicating one standard deviation (error bars are too small to be seen in some cases). 
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Figure 36. Relative PLA core content of tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of combined part 
fabricated via  co-injection where PCL Skin Injection Speed (QPCL) operating parameter is varied. Mean data points are 
presented (n=5) with error bars indicating one standard deviation. 
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Figure 37. Relative PLA core advancement through tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of 
combined part fabricated via co-injection where PCL Skin Injection Speed (QPCL) operating parameter is varied. Mean 
data points are presented (n=5) with error bars indicating one standard deviation (error bars are too small to be seen 
in some cases). 
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Figure 38. Relative PLA core content of tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of combined part 
fabricated via co-injection where PLA Core Injection Speed (QPLA) operating parameter is varied. Mean data points are 
presented (n=5) with error bars indicating one standard deviation. 
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Figure 39. Relative PLA core advancement through tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of 
combined part fabricated via co-injection where PLA Core Injection Speed (QPLA) operating parameter is varied. Mean 
data points are presented (n=5) with error bars indicating one standard deviation (error bars are too small to be seen 
in some cases). 
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Figure 40. Relative PLA core content of tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of combined part 
fabricated via co-injection where Skin Melt Temperature (TPCL) operating parameter is varied; corresponding 
estimated temperature-dependent zero-shear viscosity ratio values (ƞ0 CORE/ƞ0 SKIN) are also included for reference. 
Mean data points are presented (n=5) with error bars indicating one standard deviation. 
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Figure 41 Relative PLA core advancement through tensile ( ▲ ), flexural ( ■ ), and impact ( ♦ ) test bar sections of 
combined part fabricated via co-injection where Skin Melt Temperature (TPCL) operating parameter is varied; 
corresponding estimated temperature-dependent zero-shear viscosity ratio values (ƞ0 CORE/ƞ0 SKIN) are also included 
for reference. Mean data points are presented (n=5) with error bars indicating one standard deviation (error bars are 
too small to be seen in some cases). 
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5.4 High PLA Content Procedure 

5.4.1 Operating Parameter Selection 

To create a “High PLA” content co-injection product, the BASE procedure was modified based on 

the parameter analysis investigated above. It was identified that to accommodate a high Set Core 

Ratio for maximum PLA content without causing excessive breakthrough, all other variables in the 

process should be set to restrict core advancement. In addition, as the main research interest 

involved investigating mechanical properties, perfect form was considered extraneous; minor 

breakthrough was considered allowable so long as it did not extend into test-relevant regions of 

sample bars.  

 

As such, QPCL, QPLA, and TPCL were all set to the maximum values tested and core advancement was 

distinctly stunted. From this point, “Injection 2 Volume” was increased (while “Injection 1 Volume” 

was simultaneously decreased; refer to Table 3 for co-injection procedure details). The addition of 

core content was finally ceased just before tensile bar breakthrough extended downward out of the 

“grip” area [171]. Final operating parameters are presented in Table 10 and examples of the resulting 

test bars are displayed in Figure 42. 

 

The maximum Set Core Ratio achievable for this “High PLA” procedure was 60%. The ability to 

raise biobased PLA core content was limited to this value by the materials and operating conditions 

selected, and this was only achievable thanks to the removal of full skin encapsulation criteria. It is 

very likely that higher Set Core Ratio levels could be attained using more extreme operating 

conditions and material grade adjustments.  
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5.4.2 Content Analysis 

Density values for the different injection moulded products were collected and processed to evaluate 

the comparability of samples based on PLA:PCL content ratios. Values obtained via densimeter 

analysis are presented in Table 11. Tukey analysis of data indicated that the content ratio calculated 

for the “High PLA” procedure tensile bars was comparable to a prepared blend of 60:40 PLA/PCL; 

the “High PLA” impact and flex bars, while very similar between themselves, were neither 

comparable to the 50:50 nor the 60:40 PLA/PCL blend. Before following up these results with 

Table 10. Values selected for PCL Skin Injection Speed (QPCL), PLA Core Injection Speed (QPLA), PCL Skin Melt 
Temperature (TPCL), and Set Core Ratio for “High PLA” co-injection procedure variation based on observed trends in 
the operating parameter investigation 
 

Parameter QPCL QPLA TPCL Set Core Ratio 
Value 100 cm3/s 70 cm3/s 220 °C 60% 

 

 
 
Figure 42. Example co-injection samples produced via “High PLA” procedure developed from operating parameter 
investigation showing full length advancement of cores and encapsulating skin phases. White sections contain 
solely PCL, grey sections indicate PLA core presence beneath PCL skin, and black area at ends indicates small 
sections of allowed breakthrough (image contrast adjusted for clarity). All three samples were produced 
simultaneously via a system of branching runners, as indicated previously (see Figure 18). 
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efforts to make a third PLA/PCL blend to match these samples better, it was considered that, 

especially in the cases of flexural and impact analysis, the great majority of mechanical action during 

testing is focused on the exact centre of the test bars. Additionally, core development through the 

test bars may have been non-linear, as indicated by the curved, feather-like shape of the final flex bar 

core observed in Figure 32. This would mean that the linear average content ratio inherently 

resulting from densimeter analysis may not have been accurately estimating the content ratio at the 

crucial central location of the samples. With these things in mind, visual analysis of cross sections 

for more direct measurement of content at specific locations through the High PLA test bars was 

pursued. 

 

Visual analysis was performed to calculate more specifically located content data based off of cross 

sections taken at trim sites. Example cross sections can be seen in Figure 43, and the non-constant, 

non-linear nature of co-injected test bar content revealed through this analysis is illustrated in 

Figures45. The PLA/PCL content of the most critical section for mechanical analysis of all test bar 

types, the centre, was then included in the pairwise testing (refer to Table 11). PLA/PCL content 

ratios calculated from central cross sections of “High PLA” test bars were found to be comparable 

to those of the 60:40 and 50:50 PLA/PCL blends already prepared. This equivalence was considered 

an acceptable basis on which to continue the investigation. Mechanical analysis was proceeded with 

accordingly, juxtaposing results for the co-injected tensile bar with the 60:40 blend, and co-injected 

flexural and impact bars to the 50:50 blend. 
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Table 11. Densimeter measurements for all injection moulded samples and mass-based PLA core and PCL skin 
content percentages calculated from neat, single-injection moulded PLA and PCL data. Co-injected samples were 
evaluated according to individual bar type due to differences in phase formation between the three sample types, 
and were trimmed to exclude areas considered to be outside their respective relevant testing regions based on 
ASTM standard mechanical testing procedures (D638 for tensile, D790 for flexural, and D256 and D4812 for 
impact; refer to Figure 21 for trimming details and Figure 44 for additional illustration). Mean data is presented 
based on six samples for neat polymers and five samples for others with one standard deviation. Tukey analysis 
was performed on densimeter data; different letters indicate means that are significantly different based on a 95% 
family-wise confidence level; bolded letters indicate comparisons of particular interest. 
 

Material Density (g/cm3) PLA Content PCL Content Tukey 
Comparison 

Data from densimeter measurements 

PLA 1.252±0.001 100% 0% A 

PCL 1.143±0.002 0% 100% B 

Data from densimeter measurements and calculations based on neat polymer values 

50:50 PLA/PCL Blend 1.197±0.001 52.1±2.2% 47.9±1.7% C 

60:40 PLA/PCL Blend 1.205±0.002 59.1±2.7% 40.9±2.1% D, E 
High PLA Co-Injection 
– Trimmed Tensile Bar 1.208±0.001 62.1±2.4% 37.9±1.7% D 

High PLA Co-Injection 
– Trimmed Flexural Bar 1.192±0.002 47.6±2.5% 52.4±2.0% F, G 

High PLA Co-Injection 
– Trimmed Impact Bar 1.192±0.002 47.1±3.0% 52.9±2.5% F 

Data from image analysis measurements and calculations based on neat polymer values 

High PLA Co-Injection 
– Tensile Bar Central Cross 

Section 
1.204±0.002 57.9±2.1% 42.1±2.1% E 

High PLA Co-Injection 
– Flexural Bar Central 

Cross Section 
1.195±0.001 50.4±1.3% 49.6±1.3% C, F, H 

High PLA Co-Injection 
– Impact Bar Central Cross 

Section 
1.195±0.001 50.4±1.0% 49.6±1.0% C, G, H 
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5.4.3 Summary 

Once it was determined that a co-injection moulding product could be made using PLA and PCL 

bioplastics and a procedure was developed to maximize biobased PLA content, it was necessary to 

confirm that content levels were similar to those of PLA/PCL blend products to ensure that 

mechanical testing between the two materials would return useful, comparable data. Densimeter 

analysis was used on trimmed, central sections of “High PLA” co-injection procedure test bars, and 

statistical analysis indicated that were some differences between content levels of co-injection 

products and the prepared blends. After considering the upcoming mechanical testing procedures, a 

 

 

 
   

Figure 43.Example central cross section scans of 
tensile (top), flexural (middle), and impact 
(bottom) test bar sections produced via “High 
PLA” procedure co-injection moulding of 
combined part geometry. White sections 
contain solely PCL while grey sections indicate 
PLA core (contrast adjusted for clarity). 

 Figure 44. Full part geometry produced by co-injection moulding with 
test bar sections indicated by colour (impact = blue, tensile = green, 
flexural = red) and trimmed regions (dark) used exclusively for content 
analysis of “High PLA” co-injection procedure samples 
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second round of content evaluation was performed on the co-injected samples where central cross 

sections were used for the calculation of content ratios. Statistical comparison of this new data to 

prepared blends indicated that skin and core mass fractions were comparable at the most crucial of 

testing regions of the sample bars, and mechanical testing could proceed with the materials at hand. 

 

  

 
 

Figure 45. Relative variation of PLA core content through tensile (-▲-), flexural (-■-), and impact (-♦-) bar sections 
of combined part geometry co-injected using the developed “High PLA” procedure. Average mass-based PLA 
content percentages (n=5) are presented with one standard deviation at three select points along test bar sections. 
Values were obtained via calculations using cross section imagery and density data for neat PLA and PCL materials. 
Three cross section locations were analyzed: one in the centre of test bars, one offset from the centre toward the 
entrance, and one offset toward the end. Trim locations were selected based on ASTM standard mechanical testing 
procedures (D638 for tensile, D790 for flexural, and D256 and D4812 for impact; refer to Figure 21 for trimming 
details).  
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5.5 Mechanical Analysis 

Mechanical testing of neat polymers, blends, and co-injected products were performed. The 

evaluation of a PLA/PCL co-injection product versus a PLA/PCL blend product was a key 

objective of this research, seeking to determine if the former would have mechanical benefits over 

the latter. Particular emphasis was placed on the importance of improving PLA’s impact resistance.  

 

Due to the variability of PLA content in co-injected test bars, co-injected tensile bars were only 

compared with 60:40 blend samples and co-injected impact and flexural bars were only compared 

with 50:50 blend samples based on statistically identified content-based comparability (refer to 

Section 4.6 Content Analysis for details).  

 

5.5.1 Tensile Properties 

Strength and modulus values for 100% PLA and 100% PCL specimens (see Figure 46) matched well 

to those provided by technical data [16], [121]. Compared to a similar blend, the co-injection 

product was both stiffer and stronger. Additionally, blending resulted in yield strength and modulus 

data less than would be expected according to a linear “rule of mixtures” estimation based on neat 

polymer values. On the other hand, sandwich moulding led to test bars that satisfied this principle in 

regards to strength and exceeded it in regards to stiffness. 

 

Blending PLA with PCL is an effective method to improve tensile elongation. The 60:40 blend 

raised the strain-at-break value to 16 times that of neat PLA (see Table 12). Co-injection response to 

strain was less straightforward; the interaction between the skin and core appeared to be limited, 

resulting in two points of breakage (see Figure 47). First, the PLA core broke shortly after the test 

bar yield point, which was only marginally better than would be expected (linearly) with a smaller 
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specimen containing 60% of the PLA with no added PCL. After this, the still-intact sheath of PCL 

skin maintains the stress at about 4 MPa until finally breaking at 23% elongation; this is marginally 

less than expected for PCL with a cross sectional area 40% that of a full, neat sample.   

 
 
Figure 46. Tensile yield strength (■) and modulus (♦) results for single- and co-injection moulded ASTM D638 Type-
IV samples tested at a strain rate of 5 mm/min. Mean data is presented (n = 6) with error bars indicating one 
standard deviation; some error bars are too small to see. Tukey pairwise analysis reports that all respective 
strength and modulus mean values are significantly different based on a 95% family-wise confidence level. 
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Table 12. Tensile elongation data for single- and co-injection moulded ASTM D638 Type-IV samples tested at a 
strain rate of 5smm/min. Mean data is presented (n = 6) with one standard deviation. Tukey analysis was used 
to compare data; different letters indicate means that are significantly different based on a 95% family-wise 
confidence level. Precise data for neat PCL was unable to be obtained due to equipment limitations. Co-injection 
samples responded to testing with a two-stage failure mode with core and skin phases breaking independently 
in sequence. 
 

Material Elongation at Break Tukey Comparison 

PLA 3.38 ±0.16% A 

PCL > 480% (N/A) 

60:40 PLA/PCL Blend 54.57 ±10.41% B 

60:40 PLA/PCL Co-Injected 
(Core)    2.31 ±0.06% 
(Skin)   22.90 ±2.93% 

A 
C 

 

 
 
Figure 47. Example elongation curves for single- and co-injection moulded ASTM D638 Type-IV tensile specimens 
tested at a strain rate of 5 mm/min. Maximum measurable PCL strain was 480% (not yet broken) due to 
equipment limitations; arrow indicates continued elongation beyond scope of graph. Co-injected product exhibits 
a two-stage failure mode with core and skin phases breaking independently in sequence. 
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5.5.2 Flexural Properties 

Flexural strength and modulus data for three-point bending tests are presented in Figure 48. Blend 

properties fit neat polymer data well, with both strength and stiffness observed as intermediate 

values matching expected linear rule-of-mixtures results in accordance with data obtained for PLA 

and PCL samples. In comparison, co-injected samples with similar content ratios performed with 

less success; strength was 25% lower than that presented in the 50:50 blend, and modulus was more 

than 50% lower. Notably, any fracturing of samples that occurred was limited to the PLA core 

phase; PCL skin remained intact for all samples. 

 

The flexural performance of a PLA-core, PCL-skin sandwich product is understandable when 

considering the basic mechanics behind bending. When a beam is flexed, it experiences a 

combination of both compression and tensile forces on the concave and convex sides, respectively. 

These stresses are more extreme at the outmost surfaces of the beam (see Figure 49). These 

principals are present most obviously in the design of I-beams, which concentrate their mass in wide 

flanges at their tops and bottom to maximize their ability to resist these stresses in structural 

applications. However, in the case of the co-injection design of focus, these critical zones are 

composed of ductile polycaprolactone. Reviewing the tensile behaviours of PCL portrayed in 

Figures 46 and 47 reveals that this tough material is not well suited to the task of resisting the tensile 

and compressive forces involves in flexural stress; the lack of strength and stiffness in the skin 

material results in test bars that possess flexural properties lesser than those of blended specimens 

with similar PLA:PCL content ratios. 
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Figure 49. Example of flexural test bar bending resulting from three-point bending 
testing. High compression and tension zones resulting from bending are marked. 

 

 
 
Figure 48. Flexural strength (■) and modulus (♦) data for single- and co-injection moulded ASTM D790 samples. 
Mean data is presented (n=6) with error bars indicating one standard deviation; some error bars are too small to 
see. Tukey pairwise analysis reports that all respective strength and modulus mean values are significantly 
different based on a 95% family-wise confidence level. 
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5.5.3 Impact Resistance 

The improvement of impact resistance is a critical development necessary for the advancement of 

polylactic acid as a commercially competitive bioplastic. It was of particular interest to evaluate 

whether or not the novel PLA-PCL combination material processing method of co-injection 

moulding would create a tougher product compared to conventional strategies like blending.  

 

Impact tests revealed that addition of PCL to PLA via both blending and co-injection helped to 

improve its impact strength (see Table 13). For the basic notched Izod analysis, the co-injection 

variation was observed to fracture with “partial” breaks, a response that is correlated with toughness, 

wheras the comparable blended samples experienced complete breaks. However, the ASTM 

standard dictates that impact strength data for dissimilar break types cannot be directly compared 

[172]. Additionally, co-injection bars may not have been best suited for notched testing; notching 

compromises the integrity of the tough skin, and the hinge-like behaviour that occurred with the 

rear skin section may have been counter to the brittle-like fracture that is the true spirit of the test. 

With these things considered, alternative procedures were carried out.  

 

Reverse notched Izod tests were performed, this time returning results that suggested that blended 

samples were the tougher specimens. Blended bars responded with several tougher break types 

(mainly “non-break”) and mostly “complete breaks” with double the mean energy absorption of co-

injected test bars. In addition, the 50:50 PLA/PCL co-injected sample was not significantly different 

from the mean observed for neat PLA according to Tukey comparison. This was considered likely 

confirmation of the detrimental effect of notching on the skin’s ability to properly provide support 

for such dual-phase samples.  
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With unnotched cantilever beam tests, the 50:50 PLA/PCL blend again appeared to be tougher; 

more than half of its samples were observed to experience “non-break” fracture types, whereas co-

injection products only achieved “partial” type breaks. Additionally, the mean impact strength for 

blend “partial” break samples was more than double that recorded for co-injection products. The 

quality of high toughness tests such as these is questionable, however. High standard deviations are 

returned from such samples, and sources of error (e.g. lateral bar deformation and indentation) are 

most likely confounding results. 

 

In the end, both 50:50 blends and co-injection products were able to improve the impact resistance 

of PLA. The degree to which co-injection raised impact strength is uncertain, as is whether or not 

co-injection is more or less effective than blended samples. The samples used and the test 

performed with them may not have been well suited to evaluating the impact resistance of samples 

with skin-core morphologies. 
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Table 13. Impact resistance values observed for neat, blend, and co-injection samples. Results are reported 
according to ASTM standards where data (J/m) is presented according to break type (Complete, Hinge, Partial, and 
Non-Break) and followed by the percent (%) of samples in each break category; in place of impact strength data, 
non-break results are simply reported as “NB.” Notched Izod (ASTM D256), Reverse Notched Izod (ASTM D256), 
and Unnotched Cantilever (ASTM D4812) test data are designated accordingly. No hinge-type breaks were 
observed in all testing. To account for uneven skin distribution in co-injection samples, samples were tested in two 
orientations in equal amounts. Mean data is presented (n = 10 for neat polymers and blends, n = 6 for co-injected 
samples) with one standard deviation (where possible). Tukey pairwise analysis was performed on comparable 
data points; unless otherwise specified, all comparable values are significantly different based on a 95% family-
wise confidence level. 
 

Test Sample 
Complete Partial Non-Break 

J/m % J/m % J/m % 

Notched 
Izod 

PLA 31 ±1 100 - - - - 

PCL - - - - NB 100 
50:50 

PLA/PCL 
Blend 

54±6 100 - - - - 

50:50 
PLA/PCL 

Co-Injected 
- - 63±13 100 - - 

Reverse 
Notched 

Izod 

PLA 163±11* 100 - - - - 

PCL - - - - NB 100 
50:50 

PLA/PCL 566±189 60 866 10 NB 30 

50:50 
PLA/PCL 

Co-Injected 
225±36* 100 - - - - 

Unnotched 
Cantilever 

Beam 

PLA 231±8 100 - - - - 

PCL - - - - NB 100 
50:50 

PLA/PCL - - 747±377 33 NB 67 

50:50 
PLA/PCL 

Co-Injected 
- - 353±63 100 - - 

* Neat PLA and Co-Injected Reverse notched Izod results were not significantly different according to Tukey analysis 
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Interestingly, impact testing revealed the importance of even, symmetrical core formation in co-

injection moulded products. As portrayed in Figure 32, impact bars developed side-leaning PLA 

cores and unevenly distributed skin layers around it. During testing, samples were oriented to be 

struck in equal amounts on both thin-skinned and thick-skinned sides, with combined average 

results reported in Table 13. This data was separated in Table 14 and statistically analyzed. Tukey 

comparisons revealed that while no significant difference resulted from orientation in the notched 

Izod test, the reverse notched Izod and unnotched cantilever beam tests did indeed produce 

different mean values. Additionally, the standard deviation values obtained from these results was 

surprisingly small based on those typically observed from other materials measuring high impact 

properties. This may suggest that co-injection products are an exceptionally dependable product 

when it comes to consistent impact performance. 

  

Table 14. Difference in co-injection impact bar test response based on orientation. Uneven skin distribution led to 
samples tested with a thin section of skin facing toward the pendulum impact striker (“forward”) and a thick 
section of skin away from it, or vice versa. Mean data is presented (n = 3) with one standard deviation. Tukey 
pairwise analysis was performed based on a 95% family-wise confidence level to assess equivalence between 
.differently oriented results. Break types are reported in accordance with ASTM D256 and D4812 reporting 
guidelines; 100% of samples of a given test type broke similarly. 
 

Test 
Sample Orientation 

Break Type 
Significant 
Difference? Thin Skin Forward Thick Skin Forward 

Notched Izod 55±0 J/m 71±16 J/m Partial NO 

Reverse 
Notched Izod 

193±8 J/m 257±13 J/m Complete YES 

Unnotched 
Cantilever 

Beam 
299±21 J/m 408±21 J/m Partial YES 
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5.5.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SEM of notched Izod impact test co-injection samples was performed to provide information on 

how the morphology of these products may have impacted mechanical performance. Images 

revealed the interface between the polylactic acid core and polycaprolactone skin (see Figure 50 and 

Figure 51). This boundary appeared to be quite distinct, with no evidence of turbulence or mixing. 

Additionally, response to impact testing can be seen to be different for both the skin and core 

phases; Figure 51 portrays a smooth fracture surface in the PLA region characteristic of brittle 

material while the PCL region conveys ductile stretching and pulling as expected from a tough 

material.  

 

 

 

 
   

Figure 50. Scanning electron microscopy image of “High 
PLA” co-injection moulding procedure variation notched 
Izod impact specimen at 250x magnification showing full 
thickness of PCL skin (left) and section of PLA core (right). 
Note that skin thickness portrayed here is not 
representative of all areas of this or any other specimen. 

 Figure 51. Scanning electron microscopy image of “High 
PLA” co-injection moulding procedure variation notched 
Izod impact specimen at 5000x magnification showing 
sections of PCL skin (left) and PLA core (right), with 
observable differences in material response to impact 
stress. 
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5.5.5 Summary 

Mechanical analysis of co-injection samples was performed to evaluate potential performance 

benefits compared to more conventional PLA/PCL blends materials. Co-injected products 

responded better under tensile testing, resulting in yield strength and modulus data that matched and 

exceeded rule-of-mixtures expectations, respectively; blend products exposed to tensile tests 

underperformed compared to this linear interpolation model. Blends did help increase elongation 

compared to neat PLA, stretching 16 times further. Co-injection products were observed to exhibit a 

two-stage failure response, where core and skin phases broke independently and sequentially. While 

PCL skin was able to remain intact to a relative strain of greater than 20%, the PLA core, which 

provided the vast majority of the stress resistance, broke much earlier; no significant change was 

identified between neat PLA and co-injected PLA core elongation means. 

 

Alternatively, blends behaved according to the rule-of-mixtures compared to neat PLA and PCL 

samples during flexural testing. Co-injection moulded test bars were less resilient under three-point 

bending tests due to their morphology; outer edges of specimens contained ductile PCL which was 

not well suited to resist the tensile and compressive forces in these high-stress concentrated regions.  

 

Notched Izod impact testing of samples suggested that co-injection specimens were tougher than 

neat PLA and a 50:50 PLA/PCL blend based on break type. However, the impact analysis in 

general, which included involvement of reverse notched Izod and unnotched cantilever beam tests, 

was not well suited to evaluating the performance of a skin-core dual-phase product like the co-

injection samples; as a result, no strong conclusions could be drawn from this testing. Scanning 

electron imagery did reveal that the skin and core phases behaved in ductile and brittle fashions 

independently, and that the interface between phases could use improvement. 
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5.6 Alternative Mould Design 

While the analysis of flow through complex mould geometry is certainly insightful, carrying out co-

injection in such a mould makes development of procedures and good samples more difficult than 

necessary. To facilitate future co-injection research, a new mould was designed (see Figure 53) with 

the assistance of Project Moulds in Brantford, Ontario. While similar to the existing tool, this new 

equipment possesses two new features to make injection moulding more versatile and efficient.  

 

Most functionally, the pre-test bar channels of the mould have been outfitted with runner shut-offs 

(see Figure 52). These devices are fully rotatable, allowing for sections of the mould to be included 

or cut out off the injection flow path. This ability to deactivate sections of the mould allow 

individual test bars to be focused on independently; unique procedures can be developed for each 

specimen without the complication of additional geometry or wasted material.  

 

Additionally, an ASTM D638 Type-I tensile test bar was included in the design with co-injection 

specifically in mind. The dimensions of the narrow test section possess the same cross-sectional 

dimensions as the impact and flexural bars. This should help to ensure consistency in co-injection 

product production and provide the opportunity for more direct comparisons to a research also 

utilizing this tensile geometry. Successful 60:40 PLA/PCL samples have already been produced with 

content levels confirmed by both densimeter and visual analysis. Interestingly, for the utmost 

consistency between mechanical test specimens, properly sized impact bars could actually be cut 

from the narrow sections of these samples; flexural test may also be able to take advantage of these 

new bars, so long as some slightly non-standard geometry proves to respond similarly to standard 

flex bars.  
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Figure 52. New mould geometry designed by Projection 
Moulds, Brampton [180]. 
Test bars are highlighted in red, with measurements included 
in mm; full-round runners are presented as yellow; runner 
shut-offs are portrayed as blue circles and represent sections 
that are fully rotatable. 

Figure 53. Photograph of new mould installed in 
Arburg injection moulder 
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Chapter 6 :   Conclusions 

The research performed was able to confirm the functionality of co-injection applied to the 

production of bioplastic materials. Thermal characterization, rheological analysis of zero-shear 

viscosity properties, and insights derived from academic literature on the subject of co-injection 

moulding helped to predict a good starting point for a co-injection moulding procedure. This 

“BASE” procedure resulting in parts that were fully encapsulated in skin material and had core 

content in all three test bars. Co-injection was determined to be a viable processing strategy for 

producing bioplastic-based materials. 

 

Complex mould geometry did complicate the development of good morphology throughout the 

combined-part cavity. A step-analysis of the BASE procedure revealed that the branching, angled 

runners and the multiple, differently shaped, and differently sized test bar zones led to uneven and 

asymmetrical formation of PLA cores. While it was considered acceptable to move forward with 

these results in this research, it is recommended that any future research or industrial production 

focus on the fabrication of individual parts. Indeed, advanced nozzle technology exists at the 

industrial level which facilitates the co-injection moulding of multiple individual parts simultaneously 

[177]  

 

Co-injection moulding operating parameters were investigated to evaluate their influence on the 

formation of co-injection moulded products. It was identified that material ratios, injection speeds, 

and melt temperatures all had some significant influence on the development of the core of the test 

bars made. These trends also presented indirect insights toward how co-injection products form, 

from which suggestions could be drawn to encourage maximum uniformity of co-injected 

PLA/PCL product phase geometry (i.e. skin thickness, core symmetry, etc.). For example, mould 
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cavity designs should be simple; they should be restricted to individual parts to avoid uneven 

distribution of core and skin materials, and should avoid excessive bends and directional changes, 

especially in any pre-product runners. Mould temperatures and injection speed should be kept as 

high as possible to avoid cooling and injection-stage temperature changes so as to prevent dramatic 

tapering of core sections, though it is acknowledged that this would be difficult in the case of 

materials with low HDT properties like PLA and PCL. 

 

Using these results, a new “High PLA” co-injection moulding procedure was developed to maximize 

the biobased content of samples. The maximum possible procedurally set biobased PLA core 

content was 60%, and content analysis of test bar specimens produced using this procedure were 

calculated to be about 60% PLA in tensile bars and about 50% in flexural and impact bars. Greater 

biobased PLA content would likely be achievable using more extreme operating parameters than 

those investigated in this research, and variation of material grades could also lead to higher core 

content potential.  

 

High PLA content co-injected products were mechanically compared to PLA/PCL blends of similar 

content ratios. Tensile performance of co-injected products was better than that exhibited by 

blended and single-injection moulded materials in regards to both strength and stiffness. This was 

likely due to the independence of the tensile stress resistance and the perpendicularly directed 

adhesion between PLA and PCL phases. The co-injected tensile bars were observed to fail in a two-

stage process, where the inner PLA core fractured first, leaving an intact PCL skin to continue 

elongating at a low stress level.  
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Flexural behaviour was opposite, with co-injected products displaying less resistance to the stresses 

of three-point bending tests when compared to blended products; the High PLA flex bar specimens 

performed well below that expected based on a linear rule-of-mixtures model based on neat polymer 

results. The morphology of the PLA/PCL product developed was not well suited to resisting the 

tensile and compressive forces concentrated at the outer edges of beams, possessing ductile PCL in 

these regions. Interestingly, like the tensile failure, any fracturing of samples occurring during testing 

was limited to the PLA core. 

 

The two-stage failure response of this co-injection product design suggests a unique potential for 

applications that demand enhanced safety. A two-stage failure system could provide an early warning 

to consumers prior to complete breakage of products. Additionally, the laminated morphology could 

act as a containment system; broken products could remain partially intact, similar to the behaviour 

of safety glass, and may even serve to continue to retain any product contents, such as in the case of 

liquid beverage containers.  

 

Impact testing initially suggested that co-injection moulded products were indeed stronger than 

blended products; co-injected test bars exposed to impact stress resulted in tougher fracture types 

compared to neat PLA and comparable PLA/PCL blend samples. However, reverse notched 

Izodand unnotched cantilever beam tests were also performed so as to evaluate whether or not 

notching and cantilever beam-type tests were appropriate for assessing the impact properties of co-

injected samples. It was determined that while these ASTM tests are a conventional standard in 

material science engineering, they do not serve well to test dual-phase products like the co-injection 

impact bars produced. The data at least provides reasonable confidence that co-injected products are 

stronger than neat PLA samples. 
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Co-injection moulded products responded to mechanical testing differently than blended products 

with similar PLA:PCL content ratios. While it cannot be said that co-injected samples were superior 

to blended specimens in all mechanical tests performed, it can be said that the resulting material 

displays interesting mechanical behaviour that could be useful in some applications. The use of the 

co-injection moulding as a material combining strategy should be considered strongly in all cases of 

product development and could lead to increased commercial adoption of PLA. 

 

The experimentation completed in this research was insufficient to evaluate the hypothesis that 

PLA/PCL co-injection products might be able to achieve mechanical performance levels similar to 

that of blends but while simultaneously possessing higher biobased PLA content. Investigating this 

theory would require the development of co-injected and blended products with a range of content 

ratios, and more effective impact testing procedures would need to be adopted. Co-injection 

interface adhesion improvement strategies would likely be a strong contributing factor in the 

development of co-injection materials succeeding in this way. 

 

Co-injection has much potential in the field of bioplastics, and should be investigated further. This 

processing method could prove very useful in bioplastics applications thanks to the ability to control 

core development not just by adjusting temperature to influence viscosity ratios, but via the 

adjustment of injection speeds; this could help to preserve thermally sensitive bioplastics from 

extreme heat and result in better materials. Co-injected PLA/PCL materials would be best suited for 

packaging applications such as biodegradable food containers for food and beverage products at or 

below room temperature. Co-injection could also be used to expand the utilization of recycled PLA 

material, hiding any losses in visual aesthetics within the PCL coating.  
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6.1 Future Recommendations 

The co-injection of bioplastics is a complicated process. To facilitate proper, accurate research, 

single cavity moulds should be the focus of study. The variable mould design presented previously 

(see Section 5.6 Alternative Mould Design) is a very functional tool that would help make research 

of this type go quickly and smoothly. 

 

Material variations would also be interesting to investigate. Ingeo 3001D is another injection grade 

of PLA characterized by a lower melt flow index value compared to 3251D [16], [178]. This thicker 

polymer may present a better core material in respect to viscosity ratio and help achieve higher 

PLA/PCL content ratios in future co-injection products. If lower viscosity PCL varieties exist, these 

may help likewise. PBAT may present a functional skin alternative based on its higher melt 

temperature, allowing for greater mould temperature variability and product use options. 

 

Additionally, adhesion improvement investigations would prove interesting, especially through the 

use of fillers. Natural fibres, compatibilizers, and other additives could help to modify the core-skin 

interface and result in a more stable product. The utilization of low content blends was a particularly 

intriguing idea; co-injection using a core of 90:10 PLA/PCL or a skin of 10:90 PLA/PCL (or both) 

might have the potential the bridge the interface in a unique way. Furthermore, measurement of 

interface adhesion would be a useful characteristic to evaluate strategies for its improvement. 

 

The low melt temperature of PCL poses distinct limitations on mould temperature options and 

processing times. A different, tough bioplastic may serve the design better and improve economics 

of production. PBS and PBAT are two reasonably tough materials that have had research involving 

their use in co-injection that might prove more operationally functional. 
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Finally, the methodology for impact testing of co-injection moulded products is in need of 

improvement. ASTM cantilever beam-based tests do not properly account for co-injection design, 

not do they effectively replicate co-injected products in the real world. Notching procedures ruin the 

intact, non-dispersed nature of the PCL material, which was considered an exceptionally positive 

feature when developing the premise for this research. Additionally, testing is performed such that 

beam samples are struck in the direction of their width, optimally transmitting a fracture through 10 

or more millimetres of material. Generally, commercial co-injected products possess thin walls and 

broad spans; any impacts experiences by such products are likely to be in line with the direction of 

their most narrow dimension. If possible, plate-based tests such as Gardner impact or Dart Drop 

impact tests would be functional. However, in the case that such products cannot be developed, 

“flatwise” tests involving typical beam samples may prove more accurate and insightful for co-

injection product impact tests. While no specific ASTM test exists for such a specimen orientation, a 

well-defined modified procedure may work very well for future purposes. ISO standard test 

methodologies do possess flatwise Charpy tests, which could prove useful, as well [179]. 
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